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A quick look at some of the highlights 
of the 2006 TIFF.

Check out these exciting events taking place 
during the 2006 TIFF.

Take a peek at these specially selected groups of 
films being featured at the 2006 TIFF.

TIFF is proud to honor the lives and works of 
Paul Mazursky, Joe Dante, Shirin Neshat, as well 
as a tribute to Western Films.

Synopses and details for the 2006 feature films.

Synopses and details for the 2006 short films.

Short Program lists, times, and locations.

A listing of films by country of origin.

A complete listing of the feature films by time and 
location using a grid format to help you plan your 
week at the 2006 TIFF.

ON SALE NOW!
You can conveniently purchase your tickets at the festival website:

w w w . T i b u r o n F i l m F e s t i v a l . c o m

Tiburon Film Society
In our continuing efforts to bring the world to our community through 
film, the TIFF has formed the Tiburon Film Society to bring you films 

from each of our festivals and more.

We present different films each month at Bay Club Marin, located in 
the Town Center in Corte Madera, and in Sausalito.  Please check 

our website for the latest locations, showtimes and films.

For more information please contact us by e-mail or phone at:
info@TiburonFilmFestival.com   •   415.381.4123

This year marks the 5th anniversary of the Tiburon International Film Festival. Many 

We are proud to have been able to bring the artistic and social themes from every 

Special thanks go to our sponsors and contributors for their genuine and generous 

tells the true story behind our hard work.
Please join us in our celebration, and enjoy the films!

– Saeed Shafa, Founder & Executive Director

“Understanding the World Through Film”®
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It’s a motto that guides the TIFF. It’s simple, but encapsulates that which we hope to accomplish each year in bringing the best of
 independent film from around the world to the greater Bay Area community. Film as a medium never tires as there are always

 new filmmakers with fresh ideas to push the art form forward. TIFF continuously strives to mine for these new talents and bring them to the fore by 
way of our festival.  To that end, TIFF is committed to its mission as a true independent film festival, focused on enriching the community 

with the works of amazing filmmakers from the world over.
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“Understanding the World Through Film”®

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com PROGRAM OVERVIEW

TIFF presents a special seminar

Jean Shelton:  Acting & Actorsʼ Role in Films
Saturday  •  March 11  •  11 am  •  Corinthian Yacht Club
The TIFF is delighted to welcome the nationally recognized acting instructor, Jean Shelton to the festival for this special program 
on acting and an actor’s role in the filmmaking process. Ms. Shelton’s students have won Academy Awards®, Emmy Awards®, Obie 
Awards®, Tony Awards®, and countless local awards.

Jean Shelton is considered one of the finest acting teachers in the country. Her career began in New York City in 1947, acting at the 
American Reperatory Theater and went on to do much acting and directing in New York in the 1950s. She was closely associated 
with some of the great actors of the time period.  She co-founded the 14th Street Arts Center and The Playhouse Theatres in New 
York during the 1960s, and later established an acting school bearing her name. She has been a consultant for major motion 
pictures, television studios, and film directors and has been encouraging actors for more than 50 years.

TRIBUTES
The Fifth Annual TIFF will present four tributes to: 
Paul Mazursky (Down and Out in Beverly Hills), Joe 
Dante (Homecoming), Shirin Neshat (The Last Meal, 
Making of Mahdokht, Tooba, 
Zarin), with the filmmakers 
in person for the special 
question and answer 
sessions. As well, there 
will be a special tribute to 
Western Films, featuring the 
very first Western Film, The 
Great Train Robbery. The 
digitally enhanced 100th 
Anniversary edition of this film 
will be presented. Special guest, Joseph McBride, 
a cinema historian and authority on film and 
filmmaking will introduce and lead discussion during 
the tributes to both Joe Dante and Western Films.

SPOTLIGHT ON HUNGARIAN CINEMA
TIFF’s annual spotlight on one region’s cinema this 
year takes us to Hungary. With five feature films 
(Colossal Sensation, Guarded Secrets, Miracle 
Film, The Porcelain Doll, Who the Hell’s Bonnie 

and Clyde) and 
a short film 
(Before Dawn), 
the thriving 
Hungarian film 
scene is on full 
display. The 
quality and 
diverse nature 

of these films is sure to delight. The films do a 
wonderful job of capturing Hungarian life and 
culture, and certainly take you miles from Hollywood.

MARIN FILMMAKERS
Back again is TIFF’s original and exclusive Marin 
Filmmaker’s program, featuring fine films from 
some of the best independent filmmakers our own 
backyard has to offer. Tickets for this show go fast, 
so be sure to get yours early as we enjoy films 
from local residents Gerald Gutschmidt (Activated), 
Beth LaDove (Concerned Lady for America), Scott 
Squires (Little 
Finger), Cory 
Pampalone and 
Steve Gatlin (The 
Beauty Project), 
Ryan Travis (The 
Chase), and Dottie 
Leroux (Tuaregs & 
Toubabs). This program is always a great time and 
is quickly becoming a great Marin tradition.

CINEMA FOR THE AGES
Adding to our tradition of presenting film programs 
for the young, or young at heart, TIFF this year 
introduces a set of film programs aimed at those of 

all ages. Cinema 
for the ages 
includes films for 
Children, Teens, 
and those at the 
other end of the 
age spectrum. 

Paul Mazursky

Guarded Secrets

Tuaregs and Toubabs

Check page 8 for full details on Children’s films, the 
Teen Flix films, and our Seniors Shorts Program.

WAR AND FILM
The United States’ involvement in military action 
in the Middle East is at 
the forefront of current 
events in the world today, 
and filmmakers the world 
over have taken notice. 
The TIFF has this year 
selected some excellent 
films that take a look at the conflict from various 
viewpoints. We highlight these films on page 7.

ANIMATED WORLD
Continuing the traditon of wonderful animation by 
independent filmmakers, TIFF this year presents 
an animation short program that brings together a 

collection of some of the finest 
and most innovative animation 
work in the industry today. The 
films include The Fan and the 
Flower featuring a voice over from 
Paul Giamatti, Joyride, Santa’s 
Camels, and The Zit. Be sure not 

to miss this program which screens 
at 11 am on Saturday, March 11.

Yet another packed program highlights the 5th 
annual Tiburon International Film Festival. We 
hope the above has given you some ideas, but we 
encourage you to check out the full program and ww
w.tiburonfilmfeestival.com for even more information 
and the latest news and updates.

Polish Your Shoes

Ears, Open.Eyeballs, Click.

Joyride
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Opening Night 
at the

Tiburon International Film Festival
FILM & GALA EVENT

THURSDAY  •  MARCH 9
FILM - 7 PM   •   GALA - 9 PM

Celebrate the opening of the 
5th Annual TIFF

featuring the fi lm

The Breakup Artist
directed by Vincent Rubino

more info:  page 18
cast and crew scheduled to appear

GALA EVENT
at the Corinthian Yacht Club

food. music. entertainment.
featuring music from:

The Trailer Park Rangers
and

The Mazmanians

PARTY ALL WEEK LONG
as the TIFF and Servino Ristorante present:

Saturday Soire
SAT   •  MARCH 11

7 PM

featuring:
Live Musical Entertainment

Food   •   TIFF Prizes

Wrap Party
THURS  •  MARCH 16

7 PM
featuring:
Live DJ

Food   •   TIFF Prizes
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23 luxurious guestrooms with fireplaces, including two with unobstructed San Francisco views
Most rooms feature private balconies and water views

Meeting room with catering available for up to 35 people

25 Main Street,Tiburon, CA 94920 • Phone: 415.789.5999 • Reservations: 877.789.5999 • www.marinhotels.com
The Waters Edge Hotel is managed by Joie de Vivre Hospitality and a proud participant in the Experience Rewards Club. www.jdvhospitality.com

Premiere Sponsor of the 
2006 Tiburon International Film Festival

Inspired by Eastern seaboard architecture and the exotic merchant trade 
of the San Francisco Bay
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MARIN

MUSIC VIDEOS The link between music and film was solidified with the intro-
duction of mtv, and the tradition of innovation with music 
videos continues with these 2006 tiff selections.

GANGHES DREAMING SIGN OF THE TIMES SPIN SUBSTITUTE

FILMMAKERS

Tuaregs and Toubabs
director Dottie Leroux

57 min  •  Mali/US  •  2005  •  pg 29

Concerned Lady for 
America

director Beth LaDove
15 min  •  US  •  2005  •  pg 34

The Beauty Project
directors Cory Pampalone / Steve Gatlin
6 min  •  US  •  2005  •  pg 32

Watch Africa come alive on this 
magical tour of Mali on the way 
to the Festival au Desert in the 

middle of the Sahara The President of the Council for 
Freedom is out to reclaim America 

for Christ, and will stand up against 
“morally corrosive” material.

An exploration of Steve 
Gatlin’s photographs of 
nude people at night, 

which are themselves a 
study in light, motion and 

the human form.

  Sunday  •  March 12  •  10:45 am  •  Playhouse

Sponsored by

Marin BMW Motorcycles

The Chase
director Ryan Travis

6 min  •  US  •  2005  •  pg 34

Activated
director Gerald Gutschmidt

15 min  •  US  •  2005  •  pg 32

Little Finger
directors Scott Squires
2 min  •  US  •  2005  •  pg 38

A look back at a thief’s 
adventurous ride as the 
boss he is delivering the 

motorcycle to inspects the 
bike for faults.

A man with a communist past 
is activated for an “Operative 

Vorgang with enemy contact,” 
but first must deal with his 

shopping-happy wife.

After explaining in a phone 
argument that she has more 
talent her little finger than her 
co-worker, she finds out just 
how talented her finger is.

directors
Eric Hicks & Rafael Simon

artist Karsh Kale
US/India  •  8 min  •  2005

page 36

director
Ole Brereton

US  •  7 min  •  2005

page 41

director
Jamin Winans

US  •  8 min  •  2005

page 40

directors
Endre Skandfer

artist El Caco
Norway  •  4 min  •  2005

page 42

All filmmakers to be in person for the screening
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Official Festival Sponsor

RENTALS, SALES, AND SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR WALKIE NEEDS
800-400-5705

www.walkietalkie.com

The World at War

Shorts
at War

Bearing Witness

In the Shadow of the Palms

Ears, Open. Eyeballs, Click. Gunner Palace Homecoming

Inside Iraq Off to War

With the world at war in the Middle East, filmmakers have begun to take the challenge of finding the stories that the television news shows 
can’t or won’t present.  The TIFF celebrates these filmmakers and the men, women, and children entangled in the events.

Tuesday, March 14  •  9:35 pm

directors
Barbara Kopple & Marijana Wotton

2005  •  US  •  90 min  •  page 17

An examination of the personal and pro-
fessional lives of five female journalists as 
they try to put a human face on the imper-

sonal tragedies of the war in Iraq.

Saturday, March 11  •  5:30 pm

director
Canaan Brumley

2005  •  US  •  95 min  •  page 19

An inside look at the 12 grueling weeks of 
boot camp for Marine recruits. Shot without 
traditional interviews, the film is an unflnch-
ing look behind the scenes of military life.

Sunday, March 12  •  3:30 pm

directors
Michael Tucker & Petra Epperlein

2005  •  Germany/US  •  85 min  •  pg 21

Go inside Uday Hussein’s bombed out pal-
ace with director Michael Tucker for a look 
at how the 2/3 Field Artillery lives in one of 

the most dangerous sections of Iraq.

Sunday, March 12  •  5:30 pm

director
Joe Dante

2005  •  US  •  60 min  •  page 21

A blend of zombie horror and political satire 
as terror and scandal grip the nation when 
the media discovers the the living dead 

have swayed the presidential election.

Friday, March 10  •  5:20 pm

director
Mike Shiley (in person)

2005  •  US  •  95 min  •  page 22

A firsthand account of life in Iraq. Mike 
Shiley, who is not a professional journalist 
struck a deal with a local ABC affiliate to 

become their correspondent in Iraq.

Wednesday, March 15  •  5:25 pm

director
Wayne Coles-Janess

2005  •  Australia/Iraq  •  91 min  •  pg 22

The only documentary filmed before, dur-
ing and after the start of the war in Iraq, the 
film is a look at the everday realities for the 
individuals living in the war-torn country.

Monday, March 13  •  9:35 pm

directors
Brent Renaud & Craig Renaud
2004  •  US  •  80 min  •  page 25

A look at the Arkansas National Guard as 
sons, daughters, fathers and mothers are 
called to duty and eventually shipped off to 

the theater of war in Iraq.

Also check out Beyond Babylon, 
Flag Day, and Sign of the Times 

from our short film selections.
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Teen Fl ix
Recommended for ages 12 and up

Cinema for the Ages
((Films for the young, old, and everywhere in between))

Bailey’s Billions Saint Monica

Rounding FirstMickybo & Me

Seniors Shorts Program

2005  •  94 min  •  Canada  •  page 16
directed by David Devine  •  starring Dean Cain

Bailey’s a special dog, and he’s just inherited a 
fortune from his eccentric owner. Now all he and his 
trainer, Ted, have to do is keep others from trying to 

get their hands on the money.

2002  •  100 min  •  Canada  •  page 27
directed by Terrance Odette

Monica wants to be an angel in the play, but
learns about being a real angel when she has

to get the angel wings she stole from the set back 
from a troubled homeless woman.

2005  •  87 min  •  US  •  page 27
directed by David Devine

In the spirit of Stand By Me, three boys break
out of summer camp to go on an adventurous road 

trip in search of an the reason for a mysterious
road trip by one of the boys’ parents.

2005  •  94 min  •  Ireland  •  page 24
directed by Terry Loane

Two boys from opposite sides of the tracks become 
friends and head off on an adventure together
but the harsh realities of the urban world tear

them from their childhood and each other.

Other 
Age Appropriate 

Selections

Ride of the 
Mergansers
2004 • US • 11 min

Page 41

Kamea
2004 • US • 26 min

Page 37

Santaʼs Camels
2005 • US • 6 min

Page 41

Cheap Seats
2005 • Australia • 14 min

Page 34

Be sure not to miss this wonderful collection of short films.
When engaging personalities meet creative filmmaking, audiences of any age are sure to be pleased.

The Films (from left): Hoosiers II: Senior Year (US/6 min/page 38); Ed’s Trip (US/7 min/page 34); Before I Go (Germany/22 min/page 33); Polish Your 
Shoes (page 40); Valour (Ireland/18 min/page 43); Jigsaw (Netherlands/10 min/page 37); Irene Williams: Queen of Lincoln Road (US/23 min/page 37); 
Boys Will Be (Netherlands/12 min/page 33).

Wed  •  March 15  •  3 pm  •  Playhouse
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Cards & Gifts
Choose from the largest selection of

card companies in Marin!

OPEN DAILY

80-D Main Street    •    Ark Row, Tiburon

SPOTLIGHT ON HUNGARY
The Hungarian fi lm industry is on full display in all of its glory 

with this selection of fi lms at the 2006 TIFF

Guarded Secrets
2004  •  89 min  •  page 21

directed by Zsuzsa Böszörményi
Irma must search for her past in order to deal 
with her personal demons, and along the way 

discovers that nothing is as she thought.

Miracle film
2005  •  90 min  •  page 24

directed by Elemér Ragályi
Nikos struggles to deal with the realities of his 
large inheritance after having been homeless, 

and now must adapt to his new life.

colossal sensation
2004  •  95 min  •  page 18
directed by Róbert Koltai

Twin brothers who are circus performers face 
the personal and professional aftermath of a 

tragedy that occurred during their performance.

who the hell’s 
bonnie and clyde

2004  •  94 min  •  page 30
directed by Krisztina Deák

A small-time bank robbing couple, known as 
“the Hungarian Bonnie and Clyde,” live their 

lives on the run and in hiding.

the porcelain doll
2005  •  75 min  •  page 26
directed by Péter Gárdos

The three episode film features instances of 
miraculous resurrection, and serve as a meta-

phor for the Central European experience.

2005  •  13 min  •  page 33
directed by Bálint Kenyeres

As dawn begins to break some rise from their 
night of sleep; others threaten their freedom.
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Paul Mazursky Joe Dante

Shirin Neshat Western Films

Writer-director-actor-producer Paul Mazursky has created a body of 
work over the past thirty years that has established him 
as one of America’s most respected filmmakers. His 
films are often personal, intimate and humorous 
observations of the human condition.

In 1959, he moved to Los Angeles, 
where he joined the L.A. company of 
Second City. Increasingly, his focus shifted 
to writing for other comics. In due course, 
he teamed up with like-minded humorist 
Larry Tucker and together they wrote the 
screenplays for three feature films, I Love 
You, Alice B. Toklas, Bob & Carol & Ted & 
Alice and Alex in Wonderland. Knowing 
that he wanted to direct, Mazursky used 
his success to gain Columbia Pictures’ 
confidence, and he made his directorial debut 
with Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice. Now considered 
a classic, the film opened the 1969 New York Film 
Festival. His screenplay collaboration with Tucker received an Academy Award® 
nomination. TIFF is proud to have Paul Mazursky join us for a presentation of 
his smash hit comedy Down and Out in Beveryly Hills starring Bette Midler and 
Nick Nolte as part of our tribute to him.

Down and Out in Beverly Hills
Sat  •  March 11  •  7:30 pm  •  Playhouse

Homecoming
Sun  •  March 12  •  5:30 pm  •  Playhouse

  A life long movie buff who turned his love into his career, Dante 
first displayed his encyclopedic knowledge of movies 
(especially horror/fantasy/sci-fi movies) in the 1960s 
publication “Castle of Frankenstein.” When his 
boyhood friend Jon Davison got a job with 
producer Roger Corman in the 1970s, he 
sent for Dante and had him hired as a New 
World Pictures’s principal editor of preview 
trailers.
 In 1978 he directed his first feature, 
Piranha, an effective, tongue-in-cheek, 
low-budget thriller about killer fish written by 
John Sayles. He followed it with the more 
ambitious The Howling, a vivid werewolf tale 
co-written by Sayles. This brought him to the 
attention of Steven Spielberg, who hired both 
Dante and Jon Davison to work on one segment 
of Twilight Zone-The Movie. Dante’s career then 
took a giant leap as Spielberg hired him to direct his 
big budget scare movie Gremlins.
  At his best, Dante manages to capture in his work the wonder – and 
humor – of 1950s and 1960s movies that first turned him on. Mr. Dante will be 
present for the screening of his latest film, Homecoming.

A Tribute to Shirin Neshat
Mon  •  March 13  •  7:30 pm  •  Playhouse

We are delighted to have a tribute to one of the most talented women 
artists/filmmakers working today to talk about her films 
and her career.

Neshat doesn’t quite know where to call 
home. The 46-year-old artist was born and 
raised in Iran but moved to the U.S. after 
high school to study art. When the Islamic 
Revolution overtook her homeland in 1979, 
Neshat was exiled and couldn’t return until 
11 years later – and the country she went 
home to bore little resemblance to the one 
she left.

Neshat dealt with her sense of 
displacement by trying to untangle the 
ideology of Islam through art. In 1996, Neshat 
began working with film, eager to create more 
poetic, open-ended works. She produced 
a series of split-screen video installations – 
Turbulent, Rapture, Soliloquy, Fervor – and Paasage 
and Tooba – all sumptuously filmed meditations on the male/female dynamic in 
Islamic societies.

The tribute to the works of Neshat, who will be at the festival, will 
include her films The Last Word, Making of Mahdokht, Tooba, and Zarin.

A Tribute to Western Films – The Great Train Robbery
Sun  •  March 12  •  1 pm  •  Playhouse

 The Great Train Robbery is the first western film – and also the first 
motion picture produced which contained a coherent 
plot. As well, it was one of the very first boxoffice 
blockbusters, instantly becoming a huge 
commercial success and spawning many 
outright imitations.
 Featuring Gilbert M. “Broncho Billy” 
Anderson in four separate roles, the 740-
foot film catapulted him into some 375 other 
pictures and set numerous precedents in 
filmmaking techniques.
 Filmed in November 1903 at 
Thomas Edison’s New York studio, at Essex 
County Park in New Jersey, and along the 
Lackawanna railroad.
 In addition, we are presenting another 
important silent classic, which features one of the 
greatest contributors to the heritage of western cinema – William S. Hart.
 The tribute will be moderated by Joseph McBride, a frequent contributor 
to TIFF’s annual tributes to great filmmaking, and an authority on American film 
and film history.
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47 TAMAL VISTA BLVD
CORTE MADERA, CA 94925

415.924.7728 |p 415.924.7718 |f
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Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  1:20 pm
Wenesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:45 pm

2004  •  Netherlands  •  100 min
director Esmé Lammers  ::  starring Monique van de 
Ven, Georgina Verbaan, Monic Hendrickx & Susan 
Visser

Lot, Sam and Reneetje have had enough of their boring 
lives and, more or less for the fun of it, decide to rob 
a bank. Their friend Kers, their children’s teacher, joins 
them. The bank robbery is a piece of cake. At last they 
can pay off their debts. They’re jubilant. At the same time 
they are aware that they all of a sudden have become 
criminals. This leads to all sorts of hilarious situations, 
but also puts a certain pressure on their friendship and 
their normal lives, particularly when Lot begins to fall for 
the detective assigned to the bank robbery case.

Amazons
West Coast Premier

Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:15 am
Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 am

2005  •  US  •  94 min
director Aric Avelino  ::  starring Donald Sutherland, 
Marcia Gay Harden, Forest Whitaker, Linda Cardel-
lini, Tony Goldwyn, Chris Marquette

A series of interwoven story lines focus on how the 
proliferation of guns in America affects and shapes 
lives. The cast of characters includes a Virginia gun 
shop owner and his college student granddaughter who 
is pressured to work at the family business; the single 
mother of a suburban high school assassin who has 
another high school age son; a school principal at a 
violent inner-city high school; and an exemplary student 
concealing a handgun at school.

Aric Avelino in person

American Gun
Sponsored by SF Weekly

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  1:25 pm

2004  •  US  •  124 min
director David Devine  ::  starring Dean Cain, Laurie 
Holden, Tim Curry, Jennifer Tilly, Jon Lovitz

Bailey’s no ordinary dog. He can talk, at least to his 
trainer, animal communication expert Ted Maxwell, and 
he’s just inherited a fortune from his eccentric billionaire 
owner. But two-legged expectant heirs Winston and 
Florence are outraged at the idea of “their” money 
going to a dog shelter, especially when they’re using 
the shelter as a front for a puppy mill - and they’ll stoop 
to anything to get their paws on what they believe is 
rightfully theirs.

Baileyʼs Billions
Sponsored by Honey For the Bear

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:10 pm
Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:10 pm

2004  •  Switzerland  •  94 min
director Romed Wyder  ::  starring  Vincent Bonillo, 
Irene Godel, François Nadin, Delphine Lanza, Véro-
nique Mermoud, Ulysse Prévost

The day Alex tries to put a virus in the computer system 
of a bank, a car accident makes him lose his short-term 
memory. When he wakes up in a hospital, he discovers 
that he has been lying in a coma for two days. Alex, not 
knowing what has happened, gets therapy in order to 
recover his memory of the day of the accident. For him 
visions and reality are thrown together in a confusing 
maze. Alex tries to escape from this muddle, but what he 
discovers turns out to be rather frightening. This film is 
based on actual events.

screening with tibbar (Saturday)  •  Acid (Monday)

Absolut
West Coast Premier

www.TiburonFilmFestival.comFEATURE FILMS

Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:30 pm

2005  •  Japan/Taiwan/China  •  102 min
directors Ten Shimoyama, Yee Chih-yen, Zhang Yibai  
starring Misaki Ito, Chen Bo-lin, Ryo Kase, Mavis 
Fan, Takashi Tsukamoto, Li Xiaolu

This film features three stories, with three directors, 
set in three cities in Asia. In each story a man and a 
woman in their twenties cross over different cultural 
backgrounds and languages, subsequently finding out 
something vague, something unsure, something sweet, 
something bitter, and ultimately something about love.

About Love
West Coast Premier

Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:20 pm

2004  •  Iran  •  109 min
director Abdolfazl Jalili  ::  starring  Mehdi Morady, 
Mina Molani, Abdolreza Akbari, Fariba Khademy, 
Gholamreza Tabatabai

An autobiographical story reflecting the director’s life 
in 1970’s Iran. Ekman is a 14-year-old boy brought up 
following the strictest Muslim traditions. However, his 
heart tends to break away from this iron world. The boy 
falls in love with a Hebrew girl whose father owns of a 
movie theater. Ekman is inspired by the films shown in 
the theater and, though everybody disapproves strongly, 
he decides to dedicate his life to cinema art. This proves 
to be a difficult path as society denies even his wish to 
attend cinema.

screening with The Hand

Abjad
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Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:25 pm
Christinan Vuissa in person

2005  •  US  •  93 min
director Christian Vuissa  ::  starring Bob Bedore, 
Brooks Bedore, Heather Beers, K. Bethers, Wayne 

Brennan, Bonnie Burt, Michael Anthony Christian

Tartan, 29, is single a Mormon, and tired of being set up 
by his marriage-conscious mother.  He takes a job as 
a forest ranger in Longfellow, a sleepy town where half 
the population is Mormon, and the other half  Baptists, 
and no one can get along! Tartan’s not the only recent 
transplant: the beautiful (and single) Charity arrives 
in Longfellow to spend some time away from her ex-
fiancee. Together Tartan and Charity devise a plan to 
unite the town by having an All-Faiths Barbecue to which 
all are invited, Mormon and Baptist alike.

screening with The 100% Perfect Girl

Baptists at Our Barbeque
Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:35 pm

2005  •  US  •  90 min
directors Barbara Kopple & Marijana Wotton :: starring 
Molly Bingham, Marie Colvin, Janine DiGiovanni, 
Mary Rogers, May Ying Welsh

An examination of the personal and professional lives of 
five female journalists at different stages of their careers as 
they attempt to put a human face on otherwise impersonal 
tragedies taking place in other parts of the world.
These women provide a unique view of life inside Iraq 
told from a first hand perspective that doesn’t make it 
to our televisions. Their stories will take the audience 
on an important journey into the often intense, personal, 
dramatic and compelling stories that too often go 
unnoticed. 

screening with Beyond Babylon

Bearing Witness

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:40 pm

2005  •  Canada/Ecuador  •  66 min
director Nadja Drost

Canadian oil giant EnCana is under fire for the 
construction of an oil pipeline that has become one of 
the world’s most controversial mega-projects, faced 
with mass-opposition in Ecuador as well as abroad. The 
film investigates why an oil company is mired in social 
and environmental controversy in the Amazon and is an 
exploration of the experiences of the very people whose 
lives are being drastically altered by the race for oil; a 
race fuelled by oil companies, a government desperate 
for foreign investment, and a rapidly-globalizing world.

screening with The Trojan Cow

Between Midnight and the Roosterʼs Crow
Northern California Premier

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:45 pm
Thomas Wartmann in person

2005  •  Germany/India  •  95 min
director Thomas Wartmann

A documentation of the lives of India’s eunuchs known 
as the Hijras, who live as outcasts on the edge of 
society. Officially the existence of Hijras is denied. And 
their universe itself is highly inconsistent. Hijras are 
infertile, yet, according to the Hindu religion they have “a 
talent to spread fertility.” This film is about four dashing 
femme fatale personas, who are leading a double life in 
the outskirts of Bombay.

screening with One Wedding and a Revolution

Between the Lines
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:25 pm
Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:30 pm

2005  •  Turkey  •  117 min
director Atif Yilmaz  ::  starring Müjde Ar, Metin Ak-
pinar, Nurgül Yesilçay, Onur Ünsal, Fikret Hakan, 
Füsun Demirel, Sevket Çoruh, Eylem Yildiz

Borrowed brides were trainers hired to prepare young 
boys for marriage. The film tells the story of a woman, 
who gets caught up in her emotions, and defies the 
borrowed brides’ code. Emine, while waiting for her lover 
to be released from prison, is offered the job of preparing 
the son of an Aegean town’s mayor, Ali, for marriage. 
She accepts the offer, but as she tutors the young man, 
they fall in love. Aware of the impasse and probable 
consequences of their relationship, Emine keeps her 
promise, but Ali does not submit to his family.

Borrowed Bride
West Coast Premier
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Northern California Premier

Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:05 pm

2004  •  Ireland/Iran  •  57 min
director John Murray

With unprecedented access to one of the most 
secretive countries on earth, this film follows Behzad, a 
charismatic Qashqa’i nomad on his spectacular annual 
journey across Iran. The Qashqa’i are a tribe of nomads 
who inhabit the mountains of South Western Iran. For 
centuries, the Qashqa’i have embarked each spring on 
a grueling 500 kilometer migration. Resisting relentless 
pressure to give up their way of life, the Qashqa’i have 
maintained their own language, music, dance, dress and 
unique culture.

screening with Bye Bye Havana

Behzadʼs Last Journey
West Coast Premier
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Saturday, March 1  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 pm

2004  •  India  •  105 min
director Sudhir Mishra  ::  starring  Kareena Kapoor, 
Rahul Bose, Kabeer Sadanah

A story revolving around two strangers who meet 
while trying to run from the torrential monsoon rain in 
Mumbai. These two characters find nothing in common 
to talk about. He is an upper class banker: suave, smart 
and sophisticated. She is a prostitute: street smart but 
innocent. As these two characters stand together, they 
are both hesitant to start a conversation. As the story 
progresses, the ice melts between them. The film is 
all about this relationship that develops between two 
supposed opposites.

screening with Hooks

Chameli
Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  11 am
Grace Shafir and Sharon Clark in person

2005  •  US  •  74 min
director Grace Shafir  ::  starring Beth Arnoult, Sharon 
Clark, Larry Quintero, Nick Taylor, Steve Welch

The story of five extraordinary young people who 
suddenly find themselves in wheelchairs. An unblinkingly 
honest, upbeat portrayal of courage, determination, 
perseverance, faith, belief in self, powerful athleticism, 
zest for life, and a great desire to be seen as a normal 
person. Wheelchair tennis players have recaptured their 
lives and are living them to their utmost. There is life 
after disability.

screening with African Middleweights

Champions on Wheels
West Coast Premier

Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:35 pm

2004  •  Hungary  •  95 min
director Róbert Koltai  ::  starring Ferenc Bács, Gyula 
Bodrogi, Sándor Gáspár, Anna Györgyi, István 
Iglódi, Jiri Menzel, Róbert Koltai, János Kulka

A clown called Slomó has twins born in a travelling circus 
in the early 1900’s. Following their father’s profession, 
the children become popular circus artists. They often 
appear in the circus ring together as clowns, acrobats, 
or even as illusionists. In the first half of the fifties one 
of their bold jokes put on at the gala performance of the 
Great Circus has a tragic ending. Although Naphtalene 
is responsible for what happened, it is still Dodo that 
gets punished; he is imprisoned, and the twins are 
separated for years.

screening with Before Dawn

Colossal Sensation
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:20 pm

2004  •  Sweden/Peru  •  90 min
director Mikael Wiström

For thirty years, Mikael Wiström, the offspring of a 
Swedish lower middle-class family, has cultivated 
a strange friendship with a poor street urchin going 
through the various stages of life. It is clear that the two 
will never be equals, but the bond between them resists 
constant pressure from the reality of life that threatens to 
pull them apart. As a result of this struggle, the little story 
of the two men becomes that of the entire planet.

Compadre
West Coast Premier

Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:05 pm

2005  •  Cuba/Germany  •  58 min
director J. Michael Seyfert  ::  music X Alfonso, Free 
Hole Negro, Roberto Carcasses, Telmary

Bye Bye Havana is 90 miles from being political. This 
fast-paced stream of conscience documentary presents 
a unique flavor of irony, carried by an eclectic soundtrack 
featuring Latin Grammy Nominee X Alfonso, hip hop by 
Free Hole Negro, pianist Roberto Carcasses and jazz 
poet Telmary.

screening with Behzad’s Last Journey

Bye Bye Havana
West Coast Premier

Thursday, March 9  ::  Playhouse  ::  7 pm
Wednesday, March 15 ::  Playhouse  ::  7:25 pm

2004  •  US  •  82 min
director Vincent Rubino  ::  starring Joseph Lyle Tay-
lor, Paula Devicq, Ron Mongeluzzo, Sarita Choud-
hury, Marc Romeo, Edward Burns, Regis Philbin

A heartfelt romantic comedy about Jim, a 35-year old 
New Yorker who really wants to be in a committed 
relationship. Unfortunately, he has more experience 
getting out of relationships than staying in them. 
Unable to find the right girl, Jim has a series of rocky 
relationships that almost always end badly. Despite 
appearances, he isn’t really a womanizer; he’s actually 
a hopeless romantic—but like so many men, clueless 
about love. Featuring  music by John Oates of the rock 
duo Hall and Oates.

The Breakup Artist
Northern California Premier

Cast and crew in person
No passes accepted for this film on March 9
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Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:10 pm

2004  •  Finland/France  •  79 min
director Thomas Balmès

A documentary about globalization, using Nokia as the 
subject. In our global economy, Western companies 
more and more are moving their production to countries 
where costs are lower. This causes cultural and moral 
dilemmas because in these countries the working 
conditions, workers’ rights and environmental issues are 
often in conflict with the practices of Western countries. 
At the same time international investment funds are 
looking much closer at the ethical side of businesses.

screening with Azadi

A Decent Factory
US Premier

Sunday, March 1  ::  Playhouse  ::  1:10 pm
David Lanzmann in person

2005  •  France  •  90 min
director David Lanzmann  ::  starring Mikaël Fitoussi, 
Elina Löwensohn, Caroline Ducey, Phillipe Nahon, 
Clovis Cornillac

Parisian road film and musical, this is the story of Ziggy. 
While always on the move, the film follows Ziggy, a 
young music producer and unconscious dreamer, as 
he deals with the trappings of love, friendship, money 
and music.

screening with Marco Solo

Doo Wop
US Premier

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 pm
Paul Mazursky in person

1986  •  US  •  97 min
director Paul Mazursky  ::  starring Nick Nolte, Bette 
Midler, Richard Dreyfuss, Elizabeth Peña, Evan 
Richards, Little Richard

A street bum is adopted by an odd but extremely 
wealthy Beverly Hills family after he is found trying to 
drown himself in their luxurious swimming pool. But 
once they help him out, they can’t get him out of their 
lives. Down and Out in Beverly Hills is being shown as 
part of the Tiburon International Film Festival’s tribute 
to director Paul Mazursky. More details on the tribute 
to Mr. Mazursky are available in the Tributes section 
of this guide.

Down and Out in Beverly Hills

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  11 am

2005  •  US  •  120 min
director Gary Null  ::  featuring Michael Moore

This feature-length documentary examines the alarming 
growth in the prescription of powerful psychotropic 
drugs for adolescents and children. How are large drug 
companies benefiting from the latest trend of selling 
powerful psychoactive drugs to America’s children? Do 
these drugs really help our children cure symptoms of 
supposed mental illness, or do they tend to increase 
depression, violence, and suicide? Are we really 
treating the root causes of mental illness, or are we just 
eliminating annoying symptoms? 

The Drugging of Our Children
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:15 pm
Robert Ralston in person

2004  •  Germany/Switzerland/Hungary  •  77 min
director Robert Ralston  ::  starring Kriszta Bíró, Felix 
Theissen, Tibor Pálffi

When Martin, a young German, discovers that his father 
– who was not greatly loved – has died in Romania, he 
sets off in search of his deceased father and a little 
adventure. Rather naïve and full of preconceptions, 
Martin expects exciting encounters with vampires to be 
the rule of the day in Transylvania. But instead of Count 
Dracula, Martin finds himself up against the mundane 
worries of the Carpathian state. A comedy, in which the 
main character’s book-keeper mentality comes face to 
face with the simplicity of Hungarian-Romanian life.

screening with Cleaning Up Your World

Drum Bun
Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:15 pm

2005  •  US  •  95 min
director Canaan Brumley

Without introduction, director Canaan Brumley throws 
us onto a bus load of Marine recruits about to undergo 
twelve grueling weeks of boot camp. Their mission: to 
come out as fearless trained killers. In a daring move, 
Brumley shuns traditional narration, interviews, and 
central characters, relying solely on the landscape 
he lenses with abstract precision. The result is an 
experience that will jump start your own opinions 
emotions, and prejudices - not just about the military, but 
about human nature as well.

Ears, Open. Eyeballs, Click.
Northern California Premier

Sponsored by Waters Edge Hotel
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Monday, March 1  ::  Corinthian  ::  3:35 pm

2005  •  97 min
US/Brazil/India/Mauritania/Bulgaria/South Africa

director Michele Stephenson

Five activists from five different continents send off 
unique video dispatches from their respective corners 
of the world, telling stories of their close encounters 
with discrimination, and exposing the universal 
commonalities of their experiences.

screening with Native New Yorker

Faces of Change
West Coast Premier

Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:30 pm

2003  •  Czech Republis  •   93 min
director Michaela Pavlátová  ::  starring Zuzana 
Stivínová, Peter Bebjak, Ady Hajdu, Jana Hubinská, 
Kristína Svarinská

 Eva, a pianist, has followed her Slovak husband, 
Peter, a composer as well as musician, to a small 
village near the Slovak-Hungarian border. Peter finds 
the environment peaceful for his composing while Eva 
has a difficult time finding work as a performer and feels 
rootless - far from her family and friends in Prague. They 
must face the challenge of maintaining the deep love 
that drew them to each other as their circumstances pull 
them toward a relationship of resigned acceptance of 
one another.

screening with 1 Key for 2

Faithless Games
West Coast Premier

Wedneesday, March 15  ::  Corinthian  ::  7:35 pm

2005  •  Taiwan  •  90 min
director Wang Ming-Tai  ::  starring Lan Ching-Lung, 
Lee Kuang-Yi, Wan Fang, Shu Hui-Ying

Aland and Angel care deeply for each other but struggle 
to share and express those emotions. They choose 
to torture each other. Belle has just escaped from 
her broken marriage and once shared a puppy-love 
romance with Aland that he has never forgotten. Belle 
rents the room next to Angel’s, and the two become 
intimate friends. They share their secrets and emotions 
with each other, not realizing that the love they are 
separately commiserating over is for the same man. 

Falling...In Love
US Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Corinthian  ::  5:30 pm

2004  •  China  •  99 min
director Lu Yue :: starring Shu Qi, Liu Ye, Fang Bin, Qi 
Huan, Li Mengnan, He Qichao, Chen Chuang

It’s 1974, and Xing Yu and her chaste, idealistic boyfriend 
Ding Guo are amongst the thousands of young people 
sent to remote areas of China to “learn from the people.” 
They’re in Yunnan, working in forests and on rubber 
plantations. They grew up side by side in Kunming, and 
Ding Guo has known since he was small that he must 
marry Xing Yu and make her happy. On the way back to 
camp after visiting her sick father, Xing Yu runs into an 
ex-Red Guard from Beijing, Si Meng, and suddenly finds 
that her life could be quite different.

The Foliage
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:30 pm

2004  •  US  •  86 min
director Enid Zentelis  ::  starring Cara Seymour, Mary 
Kay Place, Noah Fleiss, Gary Farmer, Lynn Cohen, 
Addie Land, Bruce Davidson

Henrietta – Henri for short – is 14 and longs for 
everything she doesn’t have. Down on their luck, Henri 
and her mother Kate are forced to move in with her 
grandmother in a leaking shack on the edge of town. 
Henri is hell bent on finding a way out. She meets a 
boy at school, Chat, and becomes infatuated with his 
seemingly ideal wealthy family, and desperately tries to 
find her way into the family. When Henri can no longer 
ignore the severe flaws in Chat’s home life, she comes 
to appreciate what she does have in a new light.

screening with The Cost of Bread

Evergreen
Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:30 pm

2004  •  Belgium  •  103 min
director Rudolph Mestdagh  ::  starring Gert Portael, 
Axelle Red, Matthias Schoenaerts, Serge Henri 
Valcke, Han Kerckhoffs, Manou Kersting, Marie Bos

Following a tragic accident, a number of people lose 
their principal gift. Hiding behind the mysterious name 
“Ellektra” a young girl brings those people together and 
offers them solace for heir loss.

Ellektra
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Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:30 pm
Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:30 pm

2005  •  Italy/Algeria/Morocco  •  100 min
director Rachid Benhadj  ::  starring  Said Taghmaoui, 
Sana Alaoui, David Halevim, Marzia Tedeschi, Karim 
Benhadj, Faycal Zeghadi

The 1950s were a difficult time to grow up in Morocco. 
A child was not allowed the benefit of a childhood full of 
play and happiness. Mohamed is one of these children. 
He leaves home early and finds himself caught uo in the 
underworld of Tangiers. At 20, he is taken to prison as 
part of a round-up of young people during the country’s 
demonstrations against colonialism. There, through 
another prisoner, he finds the gift of an education and 
uses it to keep other children from the life of poverty and 
ignorance that was his life.

Rachid Benhadj in person

For Bread Alone
West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:15 pm
Richard Bracewell in person

2005  •  UK  •  95 min
director Richard Bracewell  ::  starring Sacha Tarter, 
Susannah York, Trevor Sather, Sian Phillips, Angela 
Pleasence, Anna Massey

Sacha is the favorite young gigolo of the over-50 crowd 
in Mayfair and Piccadilly. His clients are wealthy and 
successful - and pay for sex. Behind the closed doors 
of late-night London, he works to give pleasure to lonely 
women. His clients savor one night of male attention; 
Sacha finds comfort in the darkness.

The Gigolos
Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  1 pm
Joseph McBride in person to moderate

2003  •  UK  •  90 min
director Edwin S. Porter  ::  starring George M. Ander-
son, Justus D. Barnes, Walter Cameron, William S. 
Hart, Tom Mix, Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh

The first western film, and also the first motion picture 
which contained a coherent plot. It was also one of the 
very first boxoffice blockbusters, instantly becoming a 
huge commercial success and spawning many outright 
imitations. Featuring Gilbert M. “Bronco Billy” Anderson 
in four separate roles, the 740-foot film catapulted 
him into some 375 other pictures and set numerous 
precedents in filmmaking techniques. The screening 
will feature the digitally enhanced 100th Anniversary 
version.

The Great Train Robbery

Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:25 pm

2004  •  Hungary  •  89 min
director Zsuzsa Böszörményi  ::  starring Eszter Baga-
méri, Andrea Fullajtár, Dezso Garas, Anna Györgyi, 
Kati Outinen, Ervin Nagy, Peter Franzén

Irma Varró is 18 years old when she leaves the 
orphanage. All she knows about her past is that she was 
abandoned at birth. She is pregnant has just gotten the 
first opportunity in her life: a job as a cleaning woman. 
And she has made the ”best deal” of her life: she will sell 
her unborn baby abroad with the help of a child-dealer. 
As Irma searches for her past in order to deal with 
personal demons, she discovers that nothing that she 
thought she knew of her past is true, and that everything 
is shrouded in mystery and secrets.

screening with Between You and Me

Guarded Secrets
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:30 pm

2005  •  Germany/US  •  85 min
directors Michael Tucker & Petral Epperlein  ::  star-
ring Bryant Davis, Devon Dixon, Javorn Drummond, 
Elliot Lovett, Nick Moncrief

A documentary capturing the lives and humanity of the 
soldiers filmmaker Michael Tucker lived with for two 
months. Their barracks are the bombed-out pleasure 
palace of Uday Hussein (nicknamed Gunner Palace), 
situated in the heart of the most volatile section of 
Baghdad. With total access to all operations and 
activities, Tucker’s insider footage provides a rare look 
at the day-to-day lives of these soldiers on the ground -- 
whether swimming in Uday’s pool or executing raids on 
suspected terrorists and enduring roadside bombs.

screening with A Message from Falluja

Gunner Palace
Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:35 pm

Joe Dante in person

2005  •  US  •  60 min
director Joe Dante

Terror and scandal grip the nation when the media 
discovers that the living dead have swayed the 
Presidential election. This adaptation of Dale Bailey’s 
award-winning short story “Death & Suffrage” blends 
zombie horror and contemporary political satire with 
chilling results. 

Homecoming
West Coast Premier

Sponsored by Pacific Sun
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Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:20 pm
Mike Shiley in person

2005  •  US  •  95 min
director Mike Shiley

In December 2003, traveler Mike Shiley felt compelled 
to find out for himself what life on the ground in Iraq was 
like. Shiley, who is not a professionally trained journalist 
or filmmaker, managed to strike a deal with a local ABC-
TV news station to become their correspondent. Guided 
by his own narration and interspersed with cuts to the 
studio interview, we are shown Iraq as we’ve never seen 
it before, getting a raw look at what it’s like to be a soldier 
and a civilian in Iraq today.

screening with Sign of the Times

Inside Iraq: The Untold Stories
Wenesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:25 pm

2005  •  Australia/Iraq  •  91 min
director Wayne Coles-Janess

The only documentary filmed in Iraq prior to, during 
and after “liberation” which documents the changes in 
Iraqi society and the lives of ordinary Iraqis by focusing 
on a cross-section of individuals. With skepticism 
of superficial embedded reports at a high, this film 
presents a window into the everyday realities for the 
individuals living through this controversial war. A war 
that is shaping the political future of the region in which it 
is being fought, and the rest of the world.

screening with October’s Chosen

In the Shadow of the Palms
US Premier

Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  5 pm
Tuesday, March 14  ::  Corinthian  ::  3:45 pm

2004  •  Argentina/Spain  •  105 min
director Juan Taratuto  ::  starring Diego Peretti, Ceci-
lia Dopazo, Soledad Villamil, Marcos Mundstock

A comedy considered one of the best Argentinean 
films in years. Javier, 30, lives in Buenos Aires with his 
girlfriend, Maria. Tired of their life, they decide to get 
married and go to the United States for a new life. Maria 
leaves first while Javier stays behind to settle matters. 
On his way to the airport, Maria calls to tell him she’s met 
another man. Without a house, work or girlfriend, he has 
to go back to his parents’ home. Depressed, he starts 
seeing a psychoanalyst and buys a little dog, which is 
not what it seems.

Itʼs Not You Itʼs Me
West Coast Premier

Monday, March 13  ::  Corinthian  ::  5:30 pm

2004  •  South Africa  •  90 min
director Liza Key

A documentary following South African songwriter David 
Kramer into remote regions of South Africa on his quest 
to find musicians who play an almost forgotten folk 
music. The film documents the journey interweaving 
musical performance and interviews. By the end of 
the journey the musicians are invited to Cape Town to 
perform and record their unique sound, much to the 
pleasure of audiences that are able to acquire tickets to 
their sold out performances.

screening with Caught in Paint

Karoo Kitaar Blues
West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:50 pm

2005  •  US  •  95 min
director Stu Pollard  ::  starring Gil Bellows, Kim 
Raver, Stacy Keach, Jennifer Westfeldt, Elizabeth 
Pena, Jamie Harrold

In the perfectly normal town of Louisville, KY, there is 
a perfectly normal man living the perfect life. David’s 
a man who has it all: A great career, a community that 
loves him, and an enduring marriage. But beneath the 
surface, David’s idyllic world is crumbling. He’s haunted 
by a series of mysterious notes that warn of an imminent 
fall from grace. His wife is hell-bent on expanding 
the horizons of their sex life–with or without him., his 
longtime assistant is gunning for his job, and he finds 
himself increasingly attracted to a curious stranger.

Keep Your Distance
Northern California Premier

Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 pm
Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:30 pm

2004  •  Spain  •  105 min
director Ventura Pons  ::  starring  Santi Millán, Cayet-
ana Guillén Cuervo, Mercè Pons, Marc Cartes, Jordi 
Dauder, Gonzalo Cunill, Andrea Fantoni

Adapting a novel by Lluis-Anton Baulenas, whose Anita 
Takes a Chance (TIFF 2004) was previously adapted by 
Pons, Idiot Love begins as Pere-Lluc drowns his sorrow 
with alcohol after learning of the death of a close friend 
in Buenos Aires. Wandering home after his bender, 
he slams into a ladder being used by a young woman 
hanging banners on the street. When he attempts to 
wake up from his stupor, all he can see is the woman. 
Mesmerized, he claims he’s in love with her and sets out 
to win her affection— even though she’s married.

screening with Ana & Manuel (Thursday)

Idiot Love
West Coast Premier
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Sunday, March 12  ::  Corinthian  ::  7:25 pm

2005  •  Belgium/Qatar  •  94 min
director Lut Vandekeybus

Arizona-born Linda Fain met Qatari Ali Saigel when 
he came to her hometown of Nogales to study in the 
1980s. Some 20 years later, these college sweethearts 
are living in the Qatari capital of Doha with their seven 
children. Linda has swapped her Roman Catholic roots 
for the Shiite Muslim faith and traditions of her husband. 
Against the odds, the couple created a wonderful home. 
Their relationship has hit a wall. Ali wants to go on 
holiday alone. Linda fears he might take a second wife. 
She ponders a return to the U.S. for a few months.

Linda & Ali
Two Worlds Within Four Walls

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 pm

2005  •  US  •  103 min
director Tom Zuber  ::  starring John Patrick Amedori, 
Jorge Garcia, Shawn Hatosy, Michelle Horn, Tory 
Kittles, Erica Leerhsen, Rachel Miner

The story follows a whirlwind day in the hapless lives 
of small town youth caught in a dead-end post-high 
school void. The journeys of four groups of late teens/
early twenty-somethings unfold through four different 
storylines, their separate trails converging at an 
explosive house party.

Little Athens

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 pm

2004  •  Canada  •  90 min
director Francois Bouvier  ::  starring Sophie Lorain, 
Patrick Huard, Anne-Marie Cadieux, Stephane 
Demers

Alice, 37, has no children, no obligations and no 
responsibilities – apart from those related to her job as 
a controversial columnist for a major daily – and she’s 
not interested in them either. Although she has been 
living with Louis for three years, who’s also absorbed 
by his career, Alice has no intention of setting up a 
house in the suburbs. Things take a turn when Alice gets 
pregnant. Unable to face having an abortion, and after 
having for so long said “no” to becoming a mother, Alice 
emphatically says “yes,” shocking everyone.

Maman Last Call
US Premier

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 pm
Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:45 pm

2005  •  Brazil  •  85 min
director José Roberto Torero  ::  starring  Denise 
Fraga, Cassio Gabus Mendes, Marisa Orth, Andre 
Abujamra

Presented with a typical plot, featuring a heroine, a hero, 
the rival and a rascal, the film’s narrator continuously 
exposes all the clichés, and dirty tricks that go into 
making a traditional love story film. The film serves as a 
kind of X-ray into the inner workings of the romantic films. 
It is a bit like uncovering the design for the pyramids or 
the process that went into creating the Mona Lisa.

screening with Just Get Married (Tuesday)

Manual for Love Stories

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  11 am
Joseph Spaid in person

2004  •  US/Mongolia  •  84 min
director Joseph Spaid  ::  starring  Uliksat “Kuma” 
Kumarzak, Sernedan Khairatkhan, Kanjeke Jalpa, 
Oral Esemgul

The story of a young man’s quest to learn the ancient 
art of hunting with eagles. Kuma, a young Kazak man, 
retraces the steps of his grandfather who was formerly an 
eagle master back to the remote mountainous region of 
his family’s origin. There, in extreme Mongolia, he fulfills 
his dream of trapping and training his own eagle. Under 
the tutelage of a local eagle master named Khairatkhan, 
Kuma learns the ways of hunting with eagles, and also 
the ways of his own people. The film is set against the 
staggering and exotic beauty of Mongolia.

Kiran Over Mongolia

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:20 pm
Vladan Nikolic in person

2005  •  US/Yugoslavia  •  95 min
director Vladan Nikolic  ::  starring Sergej Trifunovic, 
Geno Lechner, Peter Gevisser, Didier Flaman, Erik 
Frandsen, Liat Glick, Al Naz, Mario Pedula, Kerry Rossi

Told through a looping, non-linear narrative from each 
of the characters’ points of view, the film reconstructs 
the stories of a Yugoslav hit man, his former lover and 
her police officer boyfriend, as their paths cross in New 
York.

screening with The Glove

Love
West Coast Premier

West Coast Premier
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Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:50 pm

2005  •  Hungary  •  90 min
director Elemér Ragályi  ::  starring Sándor Badár, An-
tal Cserna, János Derzsi, Zsuzsa Gordon, Katerina 
Didaskalou, András Kern, Lajos Kovács

Nikos, living as a homeless person in the Budapest 
underground is found miraculously by a Greek probate 
and informed that his dying uncle has left him as the 
sole heir of a luxury hotel complex sprawling over half 
of Crete. Nikos struggles to deal with this new reality 
and is faced with family members and his ex-wife, all of 
whom want a part of him and his newfound riches. The 
challenge before him is whether to grab hold of this new 
life and its trappings, or step back to the destitute but 
simplistic homelessness he had embraced.

Miracle Film

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:45 pm

2005  •  Israel  •  60 min
directors Fifteen participating filmmakers

Fifteen participating filmmakers bring us the various 
faces of Jerusalem as seen through their cameras’ 
lenses. Each filmmaker presents his or her own 
Jerusalem, both in content and in genre, from animation 
to personal documentary. A look at Israel 2005 reveals a 
situation yearning for a common denominator, searching 
for a basis for identification and, after four years of 
“Moments,” still looking for hope.

screening with Veronica

Moments, Jerusalem 2005
West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  11 am

2005  •  Italy  •  80 min
director Pietro Reggiani  ::  starring Davide Veronese, 
Tommaso Ferro, Maria Paiato, Pietro Bontempo

Verona, 1970. Young Sergio is not at ease with the world 
and prefers keeping to himself and his daydreams. 
When his parents, during a summer spent in the country, 
tell him that he is going to have a little brother, he begins 
to daydream and ends up imagining himself burning his 
brother alive on a grill. A few days later, when his mother 
suffers a miscarriage, little Sergio comes face to face 
with his tremendous sense of guilt.

screening with Janie

My Brotherʼs Summer
Northern California Premier

Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:35 pm
Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 pm

2004  •  US/Italy/UK  •  103 min
director Robert Loncraine  ::  starring Maggie Smith, 
Chris Cooper, Giancarlo Giannini, Ronnie Barker, 
Timothy Spall

This evocative drama tells the story of a group of 
travelers in Italy who find solace and friendship in a 
rural villa after being thrown together in the wake of a 
terrorist attack. While detained by authorities pending 
the outcome of the investigation, Emily offers her home 
to the three other survivors: a retired English general, 
a young German photographer and an eight-year-old 
American girl orphaned in the blast. But their peace is 
upset by the arrival of the girl’s overly staid uncle, as well 
as the unsettling possibilities of the explosion’s origins.

My House in Umbria
Sponsored by HBO

Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  5 pm
Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 pm

2005  •  Ireland  •  94 min
director Terry Loane  ::  starring Julie Walters, Ciaran 
Hinds, Gina McKee, Susan Lynch, John Jo McNeill, 
Niall Wright

The story takes place in Belfast in 1970. Two boys from 
either side of the tracks are thrown together and become 
friends. They head off on a ‘Butch and Sundance’ 
adventure only to be dragged back to a fractured urban 
world that tears them from their childhood and each 
other.

Mickybo and Me
Nothern Californai Premier

Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:20 pm

2005  •  UK  •   85 min
director Franny Armstrong

The story of two ordinary people who humiliated 
McDonald’s in the biggest corporate PR disaster in 
history. McDonald’s loved using the UK libel laws to 
suppress criticism. Major media organizations like the 
BBC and The Guardian crumbled and apologized. But 
then they sued gardener Helen Steel and postman Dave 
Morris. This story is about the importance of freedom of 
speech in an era when multinational corporations are 
more powerful than countries. Filmed over ten years, 
this is the story of two people who refused to say sorry.

screening with Frankenchicken  •  45 Days

McLibel
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Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 pm
Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:30 pm

2005  •  US  •  90 min
director Michael Parness  ::  starring Natasha Lyonne, 
Tim Blake Nelson, Rosanna Arquette, Lorraine Brac-
co, Karen Black, David Krumholtz, Ralf Moeller

In theis dark comedy, Max and Grace are a pair of 
suicide-minded lost souls, who meet and fall in love 
while undergoing treatment at a mental institution. After 
Max and Grace get married, they escape the institution 
and embark on a wild journey. Their twisted search to 
find the meaning, or rather an end, to their lives, takes 
them from sweat lodges to faith healers, from self-help 
to self-annihilation, and eventually to the white light 
they’ve been searching for their whole lives.

screening with The Director

My Tiny Universe
Sponsored by BR Cohn Winery

Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:35 pm
Thursday, March 16  ::  Corinthian  ::  7:30 pm

2005  •  US  •  94 min
directors Glen Scantlebury & Lucy Phillips  ::  starring 
John Heard, Debi Mazar, Andy Comeau, Lesly Ann 
Warren

A dark comedy about a suicidal actor who comes across 
a misplaced cell phone that happens to belong to Bobby, 
one of Hollywood’s biggest producers, whose personal 
life is a trainwreck. Bobby’s web of deceit between his 
second wife, who clings to their fifteen year marriage 
dispite the discovery of his pregnant mistress, the 
mistress who’s come to LA to confront Bobby, and his 
troubled negotiations with a superstar actor unravel to 
the delight of the actor who relishes the moment as he 
lures the participants to his tree top hideaway.

screening with The Studion (Friday)
The Director (Thursday)

My Suicidal Sweetheart
Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:30 pm

2005  •  Israel  •  80 min
director Dan Setton

A documentary exploring the extreme right of Jewish 
fundamentalism in Israel. While the mainstream of 
Israeli politics moves towards concessionary tones 
with the Palestinians, these radically extreme groups 
continue to pose a threat to democracy and peace in the 
war and terrorist ravaged region.

screening with The Table  •  Detail

The Next War
Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:30 pm
Richard Karz in person

2005  •  US  •  98 min
director Richard Karz  ::  starring Salman Rushdie, 
Russell Simmons, Joe Torre, Rev. Al Sharpton, Dolly 
Lenz, Shirin Neshat, Arthur Mitchell

A document of the lives of New Yorkers on the second 
anniversary of the terrorist attacks that shocked the world 
and became a turning point in the history of our nation. 
To create this dynamic portrait of New York, 18 video 
crews documented 37 stories in Manhattan, Brooklyn, 
and the Bronx on Sept. 11, 2003, with another crew 
filming a VIP dinner party at the landmark Surrogate’s 
Courthouse across from City Hall. The resulting mosaic 
of personalities, insights and opinions features a wide 
variety of celebrated and ordinary New Yorkers. 

9/11/03
A Day in the Life of New York

Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:35 pm

2004  •  US  •  80 min
directors Brent Renaud & Craig Renaud

From the frontlines in Iraq to the home front in Arkansas, 
this documentary follows the soldiers and their families 
through it all. Follow the Arkansas National Guard 
as sons and daughters, fathers and mothers receive 
notice, get inducted, trained and transferred, and
finally deployed to Iraq.

screening with Flag Day

Off to War
Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 pm

2005  •  France  •  104 min
director Mario Fanfani  ::  starring Rüdiger Vogler, Do-
menica Reymond, Jerome Robart, Dolle Constancy, 
Nicolas Bridet, Jérémy Quaegebeur

After six years in prison for stealing, Remi tries for a 
normal life. He accepts the help of his sister and his 
former boss, but the goodwill is not sufficient. His spirit 
of rebellion takes over again, and he rejects family and 
work. On the day before his release, he had listened to a 
concert given by Haffner, a conductor who goes to play 
in prison. In search of his spirit, he approaches this man, 
who seems to be attracted to him. Haffner, wounded by 
the failure of his relationship with his son, sees in Remi 
a second chance to make things right.

screening with Stray Bullet

One Sibelius Season
West Coast Premier

Sponsored by Pint Size Lounge

West Coast Premier
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Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  6:55 pm

2005  •  China  •  144 min
director Gu Changwei

Set in a small town, a humble family, in which there 
are three siblings, maintains its life. However, Weihong 
is not content with the child daycare job her parents 
secured for her, as the free-spirited young woman 
has her head in the clouds. But, like her crush on a 
handsome paratrooper, her application to the Air Force 
ends up nowhere. When an innocent relationship with 
an older man leads to scandal, the idealistic dreamer 
must choose to leave home and get a decent job, or she 
will be forced to settle on marriage to a functionary.

Peacock
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:15 pm

2005  •  Iran  •  81 min
director Mohammad Ahmadi  ::  starring Leila Hatami, 
Farzin Mohades, Mohammad Eskandari, Saber Ab-
bar

Not the usual fare from Tehran, the film’s intent is to 
steer absolutely clear of political commentary. The 
protagonist, a self-conceived street cleaner and fortune 
teller, collects what others have discarded, and in so 
doing takes the audience on a romantic adventure 
in which he encounters a beautiful girl and a poet. 
One man’s trash is another man’s treasure, so they 
say. In this whimsical narrative, it just might be that 
one neighborhood’s trash is, in the hands of a silent 
observer, the stuff of poetry.

screening with The Slap

Poet of the Waste
West Coast Premier

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:30 pm

2005  •  Hungary  •  75 min
director Péter Gárdos  ::  starring  Lajos Bertók, Sán-
dor Csányi, Judit Németh

Based on three stories, the film unfolds at Star Farm, 
a supernatural place that exists in and out of time. 
Indeed, instances of miraculous resurrection unite the 
film’s three episodes. In the first, an adolescent boy 
challenges some imperial soldiers, in the second, a 
“comrade” from government headquarters promises to 
raise the dead, and in the third, an elderly couple try 
desperately to avoid deportation. The stories and film 
might be considered a metaphor for the fundamental 
Central European experience.

screening with Black In Men

The Porcelain Doll
US Premier

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:25 pm

2005  •  Denmark/Sweden/Iran  •  58 min
director Narhid Persson

This film unveils the lives of, Minna and Fariba, in an 
Iranian city. The women are good friends and support 
each other. Both of them have to live with the widespread 
mistreatment of women and the double standards that 
permeate Iranian society today. They both make a living 
finding male customers on the streets. The film portrays 
the women sympathetically exploring their everyday 
lives and the way prostitution functions in a country 
where it is banned and where adultery is persecuted, 
sometimes resulting in capital punishment. 

screening with Murderer or Murdered

Prostitution Behind the Veil
West Coast Premier

Monday, March 13  ::  Corinthian  ::  9:15 pm

2005  •  Japan  •  107 min
director Toru Kamei :: starring Shion Machida, Kat-
suya Kobayashi, Takashi Nomura

Set in a rural fishing village of southern Japan, this is 
the story of a celebrated former anchorwoman, Erika 
now back in her hometown campaigning for a seat in 
the national party, and Yohei, an insecure fisherman-in-
training. The two are worlds apart. Yet when they are 
both stranded on a seemingly uninhabited island, panic, 
hunger for food, and carnal urges all mix, forcing them 
into a struggle for power each had never experienced.

Paradise
US Premier

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 pm

2005  •  Belgium  •  105 min
director Karim Ouelhaj  ::  starring Céline Rallet, Julie 
Burg, Aude Lorquet, Mario Guzman, Daniel Voisin

Sarah, a prostitute, and two women she meets form 
an intense friendship as they each struggle to change 
their lives for the better. As Sarah tries to get rid of her 
ex-boyfriend for good at the urging of her friends, she 
gets caught in a spiral of violence that ultimately leads 
to her own destruction. Her friends also must pay a 
high price, and ultimately, these three friends, while 
having experienced some of the best times of their lives 
together, find themselves in a worst case scenario.

Parabola
US Premier
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Sunday, March 12  ::  Corinthian::  11 am
Jim Fleigner in person

2005  •  US  •  87 min
director Jim Fleigner  ::  starring John Michael Bolger, 
Matt Borish, Michael Dean, Soren Fulton, Deborah 
Lee Johnson, Sam Semenza, Scott Lawrence

Twelve-year olds Joe, Tiger and Chris break out of Little 
League baseball camp to secretly trail Joe’s parents, 
who have lied to Joe about a mysterious trip they’re 
taking. The boys must piece together clues, avoid 
their parents, dodge the police, trust a stranger – and 
not destroy their friendships in the process – during an 
adventurous road trip in their last summer before junior 
high. In the spirit of Stand By Me, the film is a coming-of-
age dramedy set in the summer of 1980.

screening with Cheap Seats

Rounding First
Northern Califonia Premier

Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 pm

2004  •  Kyrgyzstan  •  84 min
director Ernest Abdyshaparov

The inhabitants of a Kyrgyzian mountain village do not 
believe in “better times“ with all the residents trying to 
just muddle through life as best as they can. A poor 
economy and some yearning for the stability of the old 
days of Communism are the backdrop for this downbeat 
town. But when a well-known rustler is caught by the 
local policemen, it turns daily life upside down.

screening with The Brave One

Saratan

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 pm
Monty Lapica in person

2005  •  US  •  108 min
director Monty Lapica  ::  starring  Monty Lapica, 
Diane Venora, Greg Germann, Michael Bowen, Kris-
tina Anapau, Michael Mantell

Once a promising young scholar, Andrew finds himself 
on a drug-addled path to self-destruction. Resentful of 
his mother for her own drug addiction, Andrew withdraws 
only further at a time when they need each other most. 
His mother’s last resort is to hire a company that kidnaps 
troubled teens and places them in a locked-down and 
corrupt psychiatric hospital. After being subjected to the 
secret physical and emotional abuses of the program, 
Andrew learns the only thing that will help him come to 
terms with the loss of his father is Andrew himself.

screening with Youngster

Self Medicated
Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  1:15 pm

2004  •  Canada/Mexico  •  100 min
director Federico Hidalgo  ::  starring Vanessa Bauche, 
Noel Burton, Susana Salazar

A quiet, middle-aged college teacher from Montreal 
embarks on the adventure of his life when he goes to 
Mexico to propose to a young woman he met through 
an Internet agency. The woman accepts, but requires 
him to bring her widowed mother with them. He agrees 
to this, but love eludes the newlyweds despite their best 
efforts as she gets impatient and restless, while he 
grows introverted and confused. He secretly falls in love 
with her mother, who suspects it, and abruptly, returns to 
Mexico, setting up emotional showdowns among them.

A Silent Love
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 pm

2002  •  Canada  •  110 min
director Terrance Odette  ::  starring Genevieve 
Buechner, Brigitte Bako, Maurizio Terrazzano, Clare 
Coulter

A poignant story about a young Catholic Portuguese 
girl, Monica, living in Toronto with her struggling, single 
mother Icelia and her angry, unemployed uncle Albert. 
Monica’s most fervent wish is to be an angel in the 
annual summer church procession. When she learns 
she is to be replaced in the parade, Monica steals a 
pair of angel wings, only to lose them on a streetcar. 
In her attempts to recover them from Mary, a troubled 
homeless woman who believes she is speaking with 
God, Monica learns about being a real angel.

Saint Monica

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com FEATURE FILMS

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:50 pm

2005  •  Czech Republic  •  87 min
director Tomas Vorel  ::  starring Bolek Polívka, Eva 
Holubová, Tomáš Vorel ml., Anièka Marhoulová, Jiøí 
Macháèek, Marika Procházková

A slapstick comedy about a country family who moves to 
the city for a better life with a variety of comic situations. 
There isn’t a moment in the film when the viewer isn’t 
laughing or crying. In its simplicity, playfulness and 
visual rendering, each and every moviegoer would enjoy 
and share the lives of these characters.

screening with Little Victim

Skritek
US Premier
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Thursday, March 16  ::  Corinthian  ::  9:30 pm

2005  •  China  •  90 min
director Li Shaohong  ::  starring Zhou Xun, Wu Jun, 
Cai Ming, Su Xiaoming, Wang Pelyi

Growing up separated from her family, Yan-ni developed 
a withdrawn personality, believing that her life and fate 
were out of her hands. Things seem to change when she 
is accepted to college, but a chance enounter with truck 
driver Mu-yu triggers a series of unfortunate events. 
Yan-ni becomes pregnant and quits college. Having lost 
his job and lacking income, Mu-yu reaches out Yan-ni’s 
mother unbeknownst to Yan-ni and they sign a strange 
agreement. As Yan-ni commits to starting over with Mu-
yu, a girl named Fang-fang reveals the shocking truth.

screening with Plum Flower

Stolen Life
West Coast Premier

Friday, March 10  ::  Corinthian  ::  7:15 pm
Wednesday, March 15  ::  Corinthian  ::  7:15 pm

2004  •  France/Italy/Germany  •  105 min
director Roberto Andò  ::  starring Daniel Auteuil, 
Anna Mouglalis, Greta Scacchi, Giorgio Lupano, 
Michael Lonsdalea

This erotic thriller taps into the star power of Daniel 
Auteuil and Greta Scacchi for its labyrinthine plot 
about a famous novelist who finds himself embroiled 
in a love affair with his stepson’s wife. The elements of 
sexual obsession, duplicitous women and suppressed 
identities are all present in this tour-de-force neo-noir 
surrounding a writer’s fascination with anonymity and 
the destructive nature of secrets.

Strange Crime
Sunday, March 12  ::  Corinthian  ::  3:30 pm

Dani Menkin in person

2005  •  US/Israel  •  74 min
director Dani Menkin

Ami weighs 39 Pounds, due to a rare form of muscular 
dystrophy. At birth, his doctor insists that Ami won’t live 
past the age of six. At the age of 34, Ami now lives in 
Israel and works as a 3D-animator. He can’t move any 
part of his body except for the one finger he uses to work 
his animation. But that doesn’t stop him from living his 
life. In fact, it encourages him, and all those around him, 
to live their lives more fully.

screening with Ride of the Mergansers

39 Pounds of Love
Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  3 pm

Monday, March 13  ::  Corinthian  ::  7:20 pm

2004  •  Italy  •  97 min
director Vito Zagarrio  ::  starring Enrico Lo Verso, Re-
nato Carpentieri, Gaetano Aronica, Rosa Pianeta

In July 1943, Fascism has fallen in Italy and the allied 
troops have just disembarked from Sicily. Men and 
women, old and young, rich and poor alike celebrate 
their liberty. The fall of the Fascist government has left 
the town in chaos with no leaders. Giuseppe, a young 
man just returned home after graduation, is urged to 
assume political responsibility, but he is entangled in the 
chaos of his own life as he is torn between the good girl 
and the passionate farmer. He finds solace at home with 
his father who recalls the long struggle of his people.

Three Days of Anarchy
West Coast Premier

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Corinthian  ::  5:45 pm

2005  •  Netherlands  •  94 min
director Vincent Monnikendam

In 1606 an aristocratic charity organization in Naples 
commissioned Caravaggio to create a painting whose 
themes were to be charity, reconciliation, life, and 
death. Four centuries later, a great documentarian 
explores the still-contrasting worlds of the city today, 
where aristocratic enclaves exist next to streets teeming 
with crowded tenements and poverty, and creates a 
penetrating portrait.

Souls of Naples
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Corinthian  ::  9:20 pm
Brian LaBelle in person

2005  •  US  •  87 min
director Thomas Whelan  ::  starring Brian Labelle, 
Laura Mazur

The story of Ben and Lauri, two twenty something 
travelers who realize the first ten years of their adult 
life have been burdened by the high speed demands 
of college, jobs and relationships. When they meet in 
a Northern Thailand village, far from the pressures of 
home, their familiar lives are suddenly challenged by 
their intrigue for each other. They find themselves on 
a journey neither was looking for, a journey of romance 
and personal resolution that will change their lives 
forever.

screening with Estes Avenue

Somewhere
Nothern California Premier
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Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  11:45 am

2005  •  Mali/US  •  57 min
director Dottie Leroux

Join us on a magical mystery tour of Mali – our 
distination, the “Festival au Desert” in the middle of the 
Sahara. Meet the Malians – nomads, Imams, Griots, 
dwarves, story-tellers, and musicians. Africa will come 
alive for you as it never has before.

screening with Marin Filmmakers

Thursday, March 16  ::  Corinthian  ::  5:40 pm

2005  •  Cuba/US  •  86 min
director J. Plunky Branch

A documentary that introduces viewers to the distinct 
music of Cuba and examines the enigmatic island’s 
current music scene. The film documents and highlights 
the musical interactions and collaborations of Afro-
Cuban ruma, son, salsa, timba, rock, changui and hip-
hop musicians and rappers. The filmmaker, an African-
American, toured Havana, Guantanamo and Santiago 
de Cuba to record a wide range of musicians. The result 
of his work is disseminated through this musical film.

Friday, March 10  ::  Corinthian  ::  9:15 pm
Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:15 pm

2005  •  Canada/France/Switzerland  •  88 min
director André Forcier  ::  starring  Éric Bruneau, Roy 
Dupuis, Émilie Dequenne, Andréa Férréol, Patricia 
Ubeda, Laurent Deshusses

The adventures of Albert Renaud, a 25-year-old actor 
seeking love and Hollywood fame. Inspired by the movie 
The Shiek starring Rudolph Valentino, Albert’s exploits 
begin in 1926 in Montreal when he decides to travel to 
Hollywood. Albert, obsessed with playing heroes, carries 
in his inexpensive and empy luggage a “Sheik” cosutme 
and a letter of reference from his former acting teacher 
in Montreal. Albert falls in love, and, while still dreaming 
of playing heroes, unintentionally becomes one when he 
finishes-off California’s worst serial killer.

screening with Squish

Northern California Premier

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Corinthian  ::  5:45 pm

2004  •  India  •  195 min
director Yash Chopra  ::  starring Shahrukh Khan, Pre-
ity Zinta, Rani Mukherjee, Kiron Kher, Divya Dutta, 
Boman Irani, Anupam Kher, Amitabh Bachchan

Squadron lead Veer Pratap Singh is a rescue pilot with 
the Indian Air Force who risks his own life to save the 
lives of others. One day on duty he comes across a 
stranded Zaara, a girl from Pakistan. Zaara, a carefree, 
sprightly girl has come to India to fulfill her surrogate 
mother’s dying wish. A bus accident leaves her stranded 
in a foreign land. Veer saves her life, and his is never 
the same again.

Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Corinthian  ::  1:15 pm

2005  •  US/Nepal  •  70 min
director Bill Kern

World-travelers and mountaineers are drawn to the 
Himalayan Mountains, some in search of adventure, 
others on a spiritual quest. A one-man film crew 
embarks on a Himalayan trek carrying only what can fit 
on his back (including his camera equipment). Along the 
way, Buddhist monks share their art, and their childlike 
joy, and we too share in Kern’s echantment with the 
Nepalese people.

screening with Ancient Marks

West Coast Premier

Monday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  5 pm

2004  •  Italy  •  105 min
director Gianpaolo Tescari  ::  starring Johan Leysen, 
Lucrezia Lante della Rovere, Hossein Taheri, Car-
lotta Ritossa, Anton Alexander

Barbara, a theater dancer in her early thirties, lives in a 
poetic and visual world. It is this sense of freedom that 
made David, a professor of Logic in his fifties, fall for 
her. Suddenly, Barbara’s friend Nadir, a forty-year-old 
Kurdish refugee just released from prison comes to live 
with them, but it does not start out well. Many things that 
to Barbara appear insignificant, or even nonexistent, 
are blown out of proportion by David. To observe reality 
through the eyes of another would perhaps pull them 
from the depths of misunderstanding.

Northern California Premier

Tuaregs and ToubabsTop of the WorldThrough the Eyes of Another

Veer-ZaaraThe United States of AlbertUnder the Radar
A Survey of Afro-Cuban Music

West Coast Premier
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Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:50 pm
Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 pm

2005  •  Austria/Luxembourg  •  105 min
director Michael Sturminger  ::  starring Chulpan Kha-
matova, Miki Manojlovic, Stanislav Lisnic

At the age of three, Ozren only has to watch his mother 
while she’s sleeping to know that she’s the most 
beautiful woman in the world. At the age of nine, he 
doesn’t understand why people call him a whore’s son:  
his mother works as a waitress and that’s why she’s 
hardly ever home in the eveing. At the age of 16, Ozren 
knows. Now he’s determined to reveal the mystery 
surrounding his mother. And that’s what ultimately leads 
to tragedy.

screening with Just a Smile (Sunday)

US Premier

Thursday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:25 pm

2005  •  Czech Republic  •  110 min
director Petr Zelenka  ::  starring  Ivan Trojan, Miroslav 
Krobot, Nina Divíšková, Jirí Bartoška

Based upon director Petr Zelenka’s award-winning and 
audience-pleasing play, Tales of Common Insanity, 
the film is a black comedy about the general failure of 
relationships between human beings, focusing on the 
disintegration of one family in today’s world.

West Coast Premier
Friday, March 10  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 pm

Wednesday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:35 pm

2005  •  UK  •  81 min
director Kenny Genaan  ::  starring Archie Panjabi, 
Renu Setna, Steve Jackson, Syed Ahmed, Shahid 
Ahmed

Yasmin is a spirited women whose life in the North of 
England has become a precarious balancing act as she 
attempts both to please her traditional Pakistani family 
and enjoy the freedoms of western life. Having rebelled 
against her family as a teenager, Yasmin yields to the 
demands of her widowed father and agrees to marry a 
cousin “from home.” The omens are not good when the 
goat-herder from a Pakistani village meets the vivacious, 
westernized Yasmin.

screening with The Veil (Friday)

West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 pm
Tuesday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:25 pm

2004  •  Hungary  •  94 min
director Krisztina Deák  ::  starring György Gazsó, 
Gabriella Hámori, Máté Haumann, Gábor Karalyos, 
Tamás Lengyel, Ildikó Ráczkevy

Lili and Pali are “casual bank robbers” and perhaps 
“casual lovers,” though this is not explicit in the film. 
With stolen money in their backpacks they drift along 
with events as they happen. Their lives turn into an 
endless series of unfortunate mishaps, almost without 
any real reason. They are on the run. They are looking 
for places to hide, first in the hills, think Miskolc. They 
read in the papers tha they are know as “the Hungarian 
Bonnie and Clyde.”

West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14  ::  Corinthian  ::  9:15 pm

2004  •  European Union Member States  •  138 min
directors Peter Greenaway, Jan Troell, Francesca 

Comencini, Theo Van Gogh, et al

The idea was simple:  ask 25 filmmakers from the 25 
member states of th European Union to make a film 
conveying their vision of life in their country. The film 
should be set in the present or the near future, should 
be five minutes long, and each would be made for the 
same budget. Beyond this, no restrictions, and freedom 
of expression for the filmmakers. The list of filmmakers 
who responded reads like a wish list of festival favorites, 
and includes both extremely established directors and 
distinctive, newer voices.

West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11  ::  Playhouse  ::  10 pm
Thursday, March 16  ::  Corinthian  ::  3:45 pm

2004  •  US  •  80 min
director Jeff Morris  ::  starring Ed Kerr, Kathy Wagner, 
A.J. Buckley, Kelly Overton, Jason George

Jeff Morris in person

A heartfelt comedy based on the real life experiences of 
writer/director Jeff Morris. The story chronicles marriage 
phobic Charlie Porter as his perfect two year relationship 
with his girlfriend is turned up side down when his 
brother proposes to a girl he’s known less than 24 
hours. Charlie is forced to deal with why it’s not him and 
Ashley planning the wedding. Before he knows it, Ashley 
takes measures into her own hands to get Charlie to 
walk down the aisle. However, Charlie tries just about 
everything to keep the relationship status quo.

screening with Flatbush (Saturday)
Nightmare on Film Street (Thursday)

You Did What?
World Premier

The Whoreʼs SonWho the Hellʼs Bonnie and ClydeVisions of Europe

YasminWrong Side Up
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Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

2003  ::  US  ::  11 min
director Gerald Gutschmidt :: starring Jill Maragos, 
Pat Conran, Erik Krumrey, Philippe Rebours

A quirky psycho-political thriller. Martin, a man with 
a communist past, is activated for an “Operativer 
Vorgang with enemy contact.” But first he must deal 
with his shopping-happy wife.

Gerald Gutschimdt in person

Activated

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Afternoon Delight Shorts

2005  ::  US/Vietnam  ::  10 min
director Kim Spurlock :: starring Ngo Thanh Nhan, 
Ngo Thanh Nhan, Julia and Nina Nguyen

A lost spirit returns home to comfort her grieving 
husband and amuse her grandchildren.

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:35 pm :: With Spanish Love Shorts

2004  ::  Spain  ::  12 min
director Sara Bilbatua  ::  starring Lidia Navarro, El-
vira Travesí, Javier Manrique, Fany Condado

Angela wakes with a jump from a peaceful sleep. After 
work, she goes to a park to relax, but there, even sitting 
down is a problem.

The Air That I Breathe
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 1:15 pm :: With Top of the World

2005  ::  US  ::  11 min
director Ethan Boehme

Accomplished photographer Chris Rainier, has 
gathered images of the scarifications, tattoos and 
piercings of indigenous people from the corners of the 
globe. They are presented here in this lyrical short.

Ancient Marks

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 pm :: With A Decent Factory

2005  ::  Australia  ::  20 min
director Anthony Maras

Azadi follows the plight of an Afghani schoolteacher 
and his asthmatic son who escape their oppressive 
homeland only to encounter another kind of persecution 
upon arrival in Australia.

Anthony Maras in person

The Beauty Project
Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Champions on Wheels

2004  ::  Belgium  ::  18 min
director Daniel Cattier  ::  starring Bea Diallo, Tshi-
lombo Imhotep, Virginie Efira, Suzie Falk

June 1960. The Congo is on the eve of independence. 
Samwa, a young boxer and his older brother, arrive in 
Brussels for a championship boxing match and all is 
well until Samwa is ordered to lose.

Daniel Cattier in person

African Middleweights
West Coast Premier

Afternoon

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm :: With Idiot Love

2004  ::  Spain  ::  11 min
director Manuel Calvo :: starring Elena Anaya, Diego 
Martin

Dumped by Manuel, Ana can think of nothing better to 
do than to replace him with a great, big, hairy dog with 
an enormous mouth.

Ana & Manuel
West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2004  ::  US  ::  3 min
directors Michael McCormick & Robert Taylor

The comical story of a sad, poor, and simple-minded 
man who can’t get any sleep. A not so-brilliant solution 
occurs to him when he sees the sign for a local jewelry 
store across from his lonely bedroom window.

Arrest Assured

Sunday, March 12  :: Playhouse :: 10:45 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

2005  ::  US  ::  6 min
director Cory Pampalone & Steve Gatlin

For the past few years Steve Gatlin has been shooting 
photographs of nude people in public places at night. 
This short is an attempt to explore this project, and its 
study of light, motion, and the human form.

Cory Pampalone & Steve Gatlin in person

Azadi

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 pm :: With Absolut

2005  ::  Croatia  ::  2 min
director Dario Lonjak  ::  starring Ana Frlan

An experimental short whose aim is to make the 
audience drool. A pretty, young girl smiles and licks a 
lemon as the only sound is of her actions and the only 
colors are yellow and white.

Acid
World Premier
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Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2005  ::  Germany  ::  22 min
director Heiko Hahn  ::  starring Horst Sachtleben, 
Heidy Forster

Walter has decided to put his deteriorated wife in a 
nursing home. On the day she is leaving, he must 
make her understand.

Heiko Hahn in person

Before I Go

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm :: With Bearing Witness

2005  ::  US  ::  7 min
director Christie Davis

The film moves from neighborhood anti-war protests, to 
the beach memorials of Arlington West honoring U.S. 
soldiers killed in Iraq. War shatters families, leaving 
behind a wound that never heals.

Beyond Babylon
Northern California Premier

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts Program

A fragmentary, poetic sketch of old age and things that 
will remain the same. Poetry with a whiff of Amsterdam 
humor. The film looks at old men on benches; men with 
their entire lives behind them, and are everywhere.

Boys Will Be

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Foreign Policy Shorts

2005  ::  Turkey  ::  10 min
director Tolga Dilsiz  ::  starring Cengiz Sezici, Kerim 
Iren, Cengiz Güleryüz, Oguzhan Mecit

The old ferryman, Captain Riza, is the last of his kind 
in the business. The end of the line for him and his 
little boat is near. The last crossing after hundreds of 
years awaits.

Captain Riza
US Premier

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 9:25 pm :: With Guarded Secrets

2005  ::  US  ::  5 min
director Patryk Rebisz  ::  starring Alexandra Lerman, 
Rasko Ristic, Oscar Rene Cornejo

This amazing short was shot with just a digital still 
camera, giving it a beautiful, almost surreal look. 
The simple story of a chance encounter becomes a 
compelling love story that’s not to be missed.

Between You and Me
West Coast Premier

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm :: With The Porcelain Doll

2005  ::  Canada  ::  7 min
director Alexandre Gibault  ::  starring Patrick Lau-
zon, Danièle Simard-Dubé, Zachary Birondi

A man, a woman and a child are trying to escape an 
unknown threat. In the middle of nowhere, they are 
running, seeking a refuge.

Black In Men
US Premier

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Foreign Policy Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  20 min
director Tina Mabry  ::  starring Jossie Harris Thacker, 
André Ware, Winslow Taylor, Baadja-Lyne Odums

After losing her life partner in a car accident, a woman 
with a secret must fight to keep the couples’ estranged 
teenage son from her partner’s intolerant brother, but 
also rebuild her and the son’s troubled relationship.

Brooklynʼs Bridge to Jordan
Northern California Premier

Monday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 5:30 pm :: With Karoo Kitaar Blues

2005  ::  US  ::  6 min
director Rita Blitt  ::  starring Rita Blitt

Painter/sculptor Rita Blitt painted on four by eight 
transparent surfaces while dancers are seen in midair, 
through the painting, imitating the dancing lines of her 
paint strokes.

Rita Blitt in person

Caught In Paint

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm :: With Colossal Sensation

2005  ::  Hungary  ::  13 min
director Bálint Kenyeres  ::  starring Sándor Badár, 
János Kalmár, Lajos Kovács

The end of the night. Wheat is silently swaying on the 
hillside. Some people rise while others are threatening 
their freedom.

Before Dawn

2004  ::  Netherlands  ::  12 min
director Saskia van den Huevel

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Saratan

A girl closes her eyes trying not to think about anything 
for ten minutes that become eternal.

The Brave One

2003  ::  Spain  ::  6 min
director Isabel Ayguavives  ::  starring Laura Ball-
esta, Binca Nicolas, Pedro Miguel Martinez
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Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Afternoon Delight Shorts

2002  :: Netherlands  ::  10 min
director Sytske Kok  ::  starring Celia Nufaar

During a lonely woman’s visit to a Chinese restarurant, 
we get to know her through her thoughts as she dines 
at her regular table. She reflects her life off the other 
guests she observes in the restaurant.

The Chinese Wall

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2004  ::  US  ::  5 min
directors Vincent Cafarelli & Candy Kugel

A film exploring the benefit of being able to “undo” 
actions in real life.

Command Z

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:35 pm :: With Spanish Love Shorts

2005  ::  Spain  ::  10 min
director Nacho Vigalondo  ::  starring Nacho Vig-
alondo, Bárbara Goenaga, Christian Nájera

A couple in their late twenties discovers an underground 
drag-racing track.

Crash
West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 7:35 pm :: With My Suicidal Sweetheart
Thursday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 7:30 pm :: With My Tiny Universe

2005  ::  US  ::  4 min
director Mark Teitelman :: starring Ron Howard

After directing Cinderella Man, Ron Howard decides he 
wants to direct live sports. But can Hollywood and the 
World of Sports peacefully coexist?

The Director

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Drum Bun

2004  ::  Germany  ::  11 min
director Emre Koca  ::  starring Jaymes Butler, Peter 
Neutzling, Nazzareno Puzolu, Joachim Stephan

Some intolerant and racist bad guys (“Skins”), are 
being washed in a magic laundry by some strange 
folks (old man, short man, big woman, little girl and 
mad guy).

Cleaning Up Your World
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:30 pm :: With Evergreen

2005  ::  US/Italy  ::  18 min
director Lucia Grillo  ::  starring Vincent Schiavelli, 
Lucia Grillo, Maria Teresa Attisani

A 9-year-old in post World War 2 Italy who has bought 
bread on credit to keep from going hungry must face 
the consequences when the store owner demands 
pament for the bill.

The Cost of Bread
Northern California

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:30 pm :: With The Next War  •  The Table

2005  ::  Israel/Germany  ::  7 min
director Avi Mograbi  ::  starring Patrick Lauzon, 
Danièle Simard-Dubé, Zachary Birondi

In the occupied territories of the West Bank, two 
Palestinians want to leave their town but must face the 
humiliation of struggling to remove a huge boulder as 
Israeli soldiers watch over the whole incident.

Detail
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Rounding First

2004  ::  Australia  ::  14 min
director Phillip Donnellon  ::  starring Barry Otto, Tim 
Sheehan, Reg Gorman, Jakob Williamson

An aging clown who’s lost his place in the world and a 
boy who hasn’t found his yet. Through the most fleeting 
yet poignant of connections, they remind us that hope 
springs eternal, and touch is often the key.

Cheap Seats

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

2005  ::  US  ::  15 min
director Beth LaDove  ::  starring Debbie Anderson

Debbie Anderson is the President of the Council for 
American Freedom. Her job is to reclaim America 
for Christ. She takes on a convenience store selling 
“morally corrosive” magazines and videos.

Beth LaDove in person

Concerned Lady for America
World Premier

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 pm :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

2005  ::  US  ::  6 min
director Ryan Travis  ::  starring Beau Clark, Kevin 
Scott Allen

A high-octane ride through the gritty urban landscape 
of Hamburg, Germany. The ride begins in a barren 
warehouse where the thief delivers the stolen BMW 
motorcycle, and the boss inspects it for faults.

Ryan Travis in person.

The Chase
Sponsored by Marin BMW Motorcycles
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Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2005  ::  US  ::  6 min
director Tim Greenberg

Ed, a lonely old white man, is trying to get to San 
Antonio. Andre, a busy, young African-American man, 
is on his way to work. During a humorous encounter at 
a bus stop, the two men find common ground.

Edʼs Trip
West Coast Premier

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 9:20 pm :: With Somewhere

2005  ::  UK  ::  4 min
director Paul Cotter  ::  starring Margaret Kuster-
mann, Lily Miller, Dan Flannery, Raminder Chadha

Five people, on the very same street, at the very same 
time, saying the very same word. But each for a very 
different reason.

Estes Avenue
Northern California Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  Austria  ::  4 min
director Jantsch Nikolaus

Through a young man’s dream, the film explores the 
thoughts and memories of the sleeping young man 
with symbolic imagery. A reference to Freud’s “The 
Uncanny” is no coincidence.

Fever Dream
US Premier

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm :: With Off to War

2005  ::  US  ::  7 min
director Kristy Higby

In Rockport, Maine, a man got tired of hiding the death 
this war is bringing us. He planted flags, one for each 
dead soldier, in his yard. The flags are now moving 
yard to yard as a visible reminder of the deathtoll.

Flag Day

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Foreign Policy Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  14 min
director Amy Wendel :: starring PJ Sosko, Emanuele 
Secci, Steve DuMouchel, Tony DeSalvatore

An American yacht, an Italian dinghy, and a submerged 
sandbar that brings them together – or not. A comedic 
political satire based on a true story.

Daniel Meisel in person

Foreign Policy
Northern California Premier

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 5:25 pm :: With McLibel • 45 Days

2004  ::  Australia  ::  8 min
director Anne-Marie Denham  ::  starring Troy Planet, 
Robyn Moore

A short film about what really goes into those nuggets.

Frankenchicken

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  3 min
director Signe Baumane

The five bizarre infomercials introduce dentists to the 
essential tools of their trade - latex gloves, anesthesia, 
crowns and chocolate.

Five Infomercials for Dentists
West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Corinthian :: 10 pm :: With You Did What?

2005  ::  US  ::  17 min
director Karim Karmi  ::  starring Alison Eastwood, 
Gordon Clapp, M.J. Karmi, Patti Tippo

Connie left the old neighborhood and never looked 
back. After meeting her half-sister, she is forced to deal 
with her father’s abandonment. Flatbush explores the 
difficulty of acceptance and the power of forgiveness.

Karim Karmi in person

Flatbush

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 5:25 pm :: With McLibel • Frankenchicken

2004  ::  US  ::  12 min
director Steven Cucolo

Many consumers are unaware of the ways animals 
are raised and killed to stock our grocery stores. In the 
United States, there are virtually no laws regulating the 
treatment of billions of animals on factory farms.

45 Days

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  7 min
director Bill Plympton  ::  voice over Paul Giamatti

An ill fated and unconsummated romance between a 
fan and a flower magically creates a fairy tale ending. A 
very atypical Bill Plympton film.

The Fan and the Flower
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Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm :: With Abjad

2004  ::  Iran  ::  12 min
director Anushiravan Haddad

A man has always wished for a son. So when his three 
children are girls, he promises God he would cut off his  
hand if it hapens again.

Anushiravan Haddad in person

The Hand

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  4 min
director Dave Puls

Hate preachers, for too long, have been fostering 
hate crimes. This animated short takes a look at the 
destructive rhetoric and encourages all of us to speak 
out to offset their fabrications.

Hate Preachers
World Premier

Thursday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 9:25 pm :: With The Predator • Infidels

2005  ::  Iran/UK  ::  18 min
director Babak Jalali

Heydar is a young Afghan domestic worker in Tehran. 
He is teaching himself English as he wants to go back 
to Afghanistan to become an English translator, where 
he has heard that there are now many Westerners.

Heydar, An Afghan in Tehran

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  5 min
director Mark Teitelman  ::  starring Matthew Perry, 
Robert Beecher, Eugene F. Boyk, Bob Dyskant

The long-awaited sequel. Fifty-five years after the 
Hickory Huskers won the Indiana State Championship, 
Coach Norman Dale’s son, Norman Dale Jr., has 
returned to Hickory for one last shot at greatness.

Hoosiers II: Senior Year

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2004  ::  US  ::  5 min
director Patrick Smith

In this animated film, an innocent greeting between 
two people is quickly transformed into a sticky, tangled 
struggle for survival.

Handshake

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2000  ::  Netherlands  ::  9 min
director Wolke Kluppel  ::  starring Suzy Blok, Jordi 
Casanovas, Mely Blok, Mirta Campos

Her Black Eyes is about a memory. Mely, a woman, 
is standing in her room in front of a wardrobe with 
dresses. On the radio she hears a long forgotten song 
that awakens the past.

Her Black Eyes

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 7:35 pm :: With Chameli

2004  ::  Spain  ::  9 min
director Kolmo Almandoz  ::  starring Kandido Uranga, 
Lucia Quintana

A lonely fisherman knows what hook to use for each 
fish. Now he’s looking for a hook for the impossible 
catch.

Hooks
US Premeir

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:35 pm :: With Spanish Love Shorts

2005  ::  Mexico  ::  10 min
director David Guillermo Barba

A crime scene photographer gets caught on film.

Goodbye, Forever
Northern California Premier

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 9:20 pm :: With Love

2005  ::  Austria/Germany  ::  5 min
director Henning Backhaus

Four 13-year-olds hang around on a railway bridge and 
don´t agree. Pecking orders replace communication. In 
the end, a glove falls down onto the tracks. Someone 
will have to go and get it.

The Glove
US Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  US/India  ::  8 min
director Eric Hiss & Rafael Simon  ::  starring The 
People of Varanasi

Fusing the images, sounds and textures of India with a 
compelling soundtrack by Six Degrees Records artist 
Karsh Kale, the film takes the music video genre to 
unexplored territory.

Ganghes Dreaming (Music Video)
Northern California Premier

Northern California Premier
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Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2005  ::  US  ::  23 min
director Eric Smith

Over the course of a decade, Eric Smith documents the 
marvelous journey of Irene’s outsider couture, imparted 
wisdom, and the heartfelt affection shared between the 
two, who met on the street in Miami in 1995.

Eric Smith in person

Irene Williams: Queen of Lincoln Road

Thursday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 9:25 pm :: With The Predator • Heydar

2004  ::  Iran  ::  40 min
director Bahman Kiarostami

Infidels recounts the four ways that the Godars make 
their living: dancing, acting, hunting and music, and 
showcases their dedication to preserving their art and 
age-old rituals in the face of centuries of oppression.

Infi dels

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: Wih My Brother’s Summer

2005  ::  US  ::  18 min
director Christine Shin  ::  starring Blaine Saunders, 
Tanner Maguire, Deborah Quayle, John Miailovich

Janie, 9, an only child, has her life shattered when Ben, 
her little brother she never knew existed, unexpectedly 
shows up to live with her family, breaking up the idyllic 
existence she had known.

Christine Shin in person

Janie

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 pm :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  5 min
director John M. Cernak

Are we becoming a “don’t let them think while we 
take advantage of the situation” society or are we just 
waiting to take the train into our own hands?

Joyride

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 1 pm :: With Super Champion Funzone • Islands

2004  ::  US  ::  26 min
director Jennifer Akana-Sturla :: starring Malia Ver-
dadero, Maui Laigo, Kimiko Yeni Rojas

A mystical, coming-of-age story about a shy Hawaiian 
girl who finds guidance from the spirit of surf legend 
Duke Kahanamoku.

Jennifer Akana-Sturla

Kamea

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts

2003  ::  Netherlands  ::  10 min
director Chris Mitchell  ::  starring Pim Lambeau

An old woman spends an evening piecing together 
the puzzle of her life, but there are pieces missing and 
shocks in store.

Jigsaw

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 7:35 pm :: With Manual for Love Stories

2004  ::  Germany  ::  21 min
director Husam Chadat

The story of Mr. Sharif, a Syrian living in Germany, 
whose student visa has finally run out. He is desperate 
to find a means of staying in the country he has come 
to love.

Just Get Married
West Coast Premier

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Second Round Shorts

2004  ::  US  ::  15 min
director Damien Wayans  ::  starring Damien Dante 
Wayans, Regina Hall, Terry Crews

A man is in the final stage of his life. His wife has been 
brutally murdered, and his reaction to this massacre 
has led to a final showdown with a brutal thug.

The Last Meal

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 1 pm :: With Kamea • Super Championfunzone

2004  ::  US/Tahiti  ::  42 min
directors Wes Brown & T.J. Barracks  ::  starring Tom 
Curren, Layne Beachley, Donovan Frankenreiter

The magnificent waves of Tahiti are the backdrop for 
featured surfers Tom Curren and Layne Beachley, 
consecutive men’s and women’s world champions, 
respectively.

Islands In the Stream

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 9:50 pm :: With The Whore’s Son

2005  ::  Germany  ::  10 min
director Eva Demmler  ::  starring Mike Zaka Som-
merfeldt, Stephanie Poljackoff

A shy pizza baker falls for the smile of a beautiful 
woman who walks by his shop window every day. 
But one day he has to find out that this smile is a very 
special one.

Just a Smile
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Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  2 min
director Jun heon Oh

Lightman, a robot, always sleeps late and has a bad 
memory, so he has to run and run to get where he’s 
going.

Lightman
World Premier

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Mines • The Wild Goose

2004  ::  India/UK  ::  15 min
director Ashvin Kumar  ::  starring Salim Ali Khan, 
Sushil Sharma, Meghnaa Mehtta

A 12-year-old Pakistani Muslim boy mistakenly crosses 
the mine-field strewn border into India and finds a 
Hindu school teacher who must find a way of hiding 
him from Indian soldiers looking for the “terrorist.”

Little Terrorist

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  6 min
director Gladys Bensimon

An animated film satirizing Hollywood’s history of 
male domination. A humorous film giving recognition 
to the many talented female directors who have been 
essentially ignored by the Academy Awards®.

Gladys Bensimon in person

The Menʼs Room

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

2004  ::  US  ::  2 min
director Scott Squires  ::  starring Valerie Squires

In an argument, a woman makes it clear that she has 
more talent in her little finger than the other person 
will ever have. Later that night she finds out just how 
talented her finger really is.

Scott Squires in person

Little Finger
World Premier

Monday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 7:50 pm :: With Skritek

2005  ::  US  ::  8 min
director Dean Ronalds  ::  starring Robert Wagner, 
Lori Singer, Brian Ronalds, Laura Durant

When Howard and his girlfriend Tracy meets Duane 
and his mother Irene in a Parking Garage, they have no 
idea how good the good news is, or of the dark surprise 
Duane and Irene brought back with them in the trunk.

Little Victim
Northern California Premier

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Tribute to Sharin Neshat

2005  ::  US/Iran/Morocco  ::  27 min
director Shirin Neshat

A documentation of the production of three specific 
scenes of Shirin Neshat’s film installation Mahgokht, 
shot in Morocco in January of 2004, and featuring 
commentary by auther Shahmoush Parsipour.

Shirin Neshat in person

Making of Mahdokht

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 1:10 pm :: With Doo Wop

2004  ::  Australia  ::  9 min
director Adrian Bosich  ::  starring Joseph Sollena, 
Robert Urban, Helen Nicholas, Irini Pappas

Born into an overcrowded Australian-Italian
household, Marco is relegated to his parents’ bedroom. 
At nine he fights for a space of his own, armed with his 
vivid imagination and warped sense of Catholicism.

Marco Solo

Friday, March 10 :: Corinthian :: 5:30 pm :: With Photograbber • Why Shakespeare?

2005  ::  US  ::  47 min
director Mary Mazzio  ::  starring Richard Branson, 
Arthur Blank, Russell Simmons, Kay Koplovitz

A film about extraordinary entrepreneurs and their 
mothers. The focus is how mothers have contributed to 
the entrepreneurial spirit of their sons and daughters, 
and how they influence their charitable notions now.

Free admission for mothers

Lemonade Stories
Sponsored by CBS 5

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  Spain  ::  11 min
director Marco Besas

A scarecrow´s life changes radically when he decides 
to become friends with the birds.

The Legend of the Scarecrow
Northern California Premier

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Tribute to Shirin Neshat

2003  ::  Iran/US  ::  18 min
director Shirin Neshat  ::  starring Azita Shahrzad, 
Mohamma Ghafari, Sara Sharifi

Tale of the interrogation and condemnation of an artist 
and her threat to the bureaucratic establishment. Set 
in a quite modern and rather Kafkaesque atmosphere, 
there the woman on trial is free of the Islamic Hijab.

Shirin Neshat in person

The Last Word
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Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Little Terrorist • The Wild Goose

2003  ::  Spain  ::  15 min
director Dani de la Torre  ::  starring Pablo Paz

In 1938, a soldier, the only survivor of his batallion, gets 
into a minefield and steps on a mine. He is aware of 
what he stepped on and he knows that if he moves, his 
foot will blow up.

Mines

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 3:30 pm :: With Gunner Palace

2005  ::  Australia  ::  15 min
director Richard Gibson  ::  starring Lance Henrik-
sen, Peter Yacoub, Shane Briant, Wadih Dona

Daniel, an American Civil engineer, nearing the end 
of a three month stint helping rebuild war-torn Iraq, 
intoxicated by the people and surroundings, finds 
himself a hostage in the drama of war.

A Message from Falluja

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Prostitution Behind the Veil

2004  ::  Iran  ::  26 min
director Mahvash Sheikholeslami

Women sentenced to death talk about their stories. This 
documentary, shot in a women’s prison in Tehran tells 
the stories of sexual and physical abuse and domestic 
violence, targeting legal and cultural justice in Iran.

Murderer or Murdered

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:45 pm :: With You Did What?

2005  ::  US  ::  15 min
director Jerry Anderson  ::  starring Fernanda Espìn-
dola, Brian Raffi, Steve Shapiro

Mary and Norman have nightmares where they are 
living out famous scenes parodied from classic movies 
with comical results.

Jerry Anderson in person

Nightmare on Film Street
Northern California Premier

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:35 pm :: With Spanish Love Shorts

2004  ::  Spain  ::  9 min
director Ruben Coca  ::  starring Jaime Martin, Ruth 
Nunez, Jose Lifante

One man’s life changes suddenly one night after taking 
some pictures with his girlfriend in a photo-booth.

NotamotoF

Monday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 3:35 pm :: With Faces of Change

2005  ::  US  ::  13 min
director Steve Bilich :: starring Terry “Coyote” 
Murphy

A silent documentary follows Coyote as he takes a 
journey through New York’s sacred Native American 
locations that are now part of the fabric of modern 
Manhattan, including “Ground Zero.”

Native New Yorker

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:25 pm :: With In the Shadow of the Palms

2005  ::  US  ::  7 min
director Leor Ram  ::  starring Danna Jones, Joseph 
Fuhr, Tom Cochran, Leon Acord, Anna Hollaender

At Auschwitz Concentration Camp, a young boy and 
his father, mother and sister are terrorized by Nazis. 
After the murder of the boy’s father and sister, he must 
bury his mother alive in order to survive the day.

Ocotoberʼs Chose
World Premier

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Foreign Policy Shorts

2004  ::  Spain  ::  11 min
director Juan Pablo Etcheverry

The painter is chased by characters from the past. 
He brings life back to them and they demand a new 
prominence. An artist’s works live to be bigger than 
their creator.

Minotauromaquia

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 5:25 pm :: With Baptists at Our Barbeque

2005  ::  US  ::  15 min
director Gregory Bourdeau :: starring Karen McGov-
ern, Gregory Bourdeau, Kyle Grieser, Tara Powers

An exploration of the realm of the heart and soul in 
a man’s imagination as he struggles to understand 
his emotions and attempts to speak to the perceived 
perfect girl.

The 100% Perfect Girl

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2003  ::  Canada  ::  9 min
director Simon Goulet

A truly unique experience where liquid paint and the 
cinematographic medium come together to create a 
painting in motion: a cinepainting. Jets of paint thrown 
into the air are seen with a high-speed camera.

OIO
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Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  Germany  ::  10 min
director Christopher Kellner

Hubert and Hannelore are falling in love. Their desire to 
come together is followed by ups and downs and finally 
fails determined by old fashioned role models.

Only Love Can Break Your Heart
US Premier

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm :: With Stolen Life

2005  ::  US/Vietnam  ::  11 min
director Serena Moy  ::  starring Fanny Moy, Ram 
Moy, Cindy Ruan, Cita Orendain, Lucy Wu

In 1948, a mother and father decide the fate of their 
fifth daughter, a newborn baby girl. This film looks at an 
era/culture where poverty and desperation dictated a 
family’s actions against their own loved ones.

Plum Flower

Thursday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 9:35 pm :: With Infidels • Haydar

2004  ::  UK/Iran  ::  28 min
director Mitra Tabrizian

A hit man from an unknown Islamic country is sent to 
London to assassinate an influential writer who has 
sought political asylum in Britain.

The Predator

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:35 pm :: With Spanish Love Shorts

2004  ::  Spain  ::  16 min
director Jose Carlos Ruiz  ::  starring Jordi Dauder, 
Angeles Maeso, Mathieu Amalric, Silvia Marso

Four characters with no name, incapables of expressing 
their feelings, love each other without being loved.

Quadrilateral

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 5:30 pm :: With Lemonade Stories • Why Shakespeare?

2004  ::  France  ::  18 min
director Pascal Tosi

Set in 1952 France, this is a tale about a unique 
camera that captures reality. When the photos rebel 
against the photographer, a battle begins. Who will 
win? The photos or the photographer?

Pascal Tosi

Photograbber

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts

2004  ::  UK  ::  12 min
director Sam Huntley  ::  starring Alfie Huntley, 
Bobby Fade, Joey Huntley, Blackie Tribe

Six London born brothers and sisters recall memories 
of their dead father. A very personal film for director 
Sam Huntley, and tells the story of the Grandfather 
he never knew.

Polish Your Shoes

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Second Round Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  15 min
director Karl L. Reid, Jr.  ::  starring T. Ashanti 
Mozelle, Justin Wade, Claudis Caine, Tony Tucker

What happens when you mix a mischevious crew of 
thugs from Oakland with 3 metrosexuals, and a 1970s 
RV? They duel.

Karl L. Reid in person

The Pretty Boy Project
West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  India  ::  10 min
director Joel Palombo

The film encompasses globalization in a surreal way. It 
mixes the Lone Ranger with Hindu (puja means prayer 
in Hindi) rituals along the holy Yamuna River in India.

Ranger Puja
West Coast Premier

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:45 pm :: With Between the Lines

2005  ::  US  ::  20 min
director Debra Chasnoff

This film presents now-historic footage of the fearful 
exchange of vows between long-time lesbian activists 
Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon after same-sex marriages 
were temporarily legalized in San Francisco.

Debra Chasnoff in person

One Wedding and a Revolution

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm :: With Faithless Games

It’s well into the night. Exhausted and loaded with 
luggage, Fabrice and Catherine are coming back from 
a trip. They are eager to get into their home, but it 
seems they forgot something – the keys.

2005  ::  Belgium  ::  15 min
director Delphine Noels  ::  starring Fabrice Rodri-
guez, Catherine Salée

1 Key for 2
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Sunday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 3:30 pm :: With 39 Pounds of Love

2004  ::  US  ::  11 min
director Steve Furman

The Hooded Merganser is a rare and reclusive duck 
found only in North America. A look at the hidden drama 
as the ducklings must find their way to the ground from 
the nest high in the trees 24 hours after hatching.

Ride of the Mergansers

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  4 min
director Jody Rice

A re-telling of “The Ugly Duckling,” in which a lost 
rubber duck finds herself with real ducks that refuse to 
accept her differences. The rubber duckling makes the 
decision to find a place where she belongs.

The Rubber Duckling

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Second Round Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  16 min
director Ross Venokur  ::  starring James Patrick 
Stuart, Eric Stonestreet

A short comedy about the unrelenting nature of 
America’s consumer/corporate culture. Out of work 
since the capture of Saddam Hussein, Saddam 17 
moves to LA in search of the American dream.

SaDDAM 17

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: Second Round Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  26 min
director Phillip Briggs  ::  starring Patrick McDonnell, 
Lee Marcotte, J.D. Nelson, Damien Vega

A boxer, forced out of the ring 30 years earlier, now 
finds himself on the other side of the ropes, reliving his 
past through a young fighter facing the same decision 
he did. His choice ended his days as a fighter.

Phillip Briggs in person

Second Round

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2003  ::  Netherlands  ::  8 min
director Boris Pavel Conen  ::  starring Sabine Kupfer-
berg, David Krugel

Two people take shelter in a desolated place in the 
forest. While the rain is beating, the man and woman, 
first unwilling to make contact, become more and more 
intimate, eventually forgetting about the leaking roof.

Shelter – Dancing Across the Water

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  6 min
directors Steve Gray :: starring Santa, Arab Kid, 
Akhmed Kuddah bin Adansir, Moshe ben Israel

A delightful 3D animated holiday tale with a slightly 
different twist. The important lessons are of the 
importance of teamwork and how life-long friendships 
are often built on the camaraderie of times of trouble.

Santaʼs Camels

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Second Round Shorts

2005  ::  UK  ::  12 min
director Jaspal Kandola  ::  starring Steven Kandola, 
Michael Whelan, Amy Rowe

A 19-year-old boy confronts a suspicious man who’s 
been watching him day and night. Yet, it’s only when 
the boy wakes up, tied to a chair in a derelict garage, 
that he realizes that this man wants to settle a score.

The 7th
World Premier

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm :: With Inside Iraq: The Untold Stories

2005  ::  US  ::  7 min
director Ole Brereton

An exploration of the raw nature of war at an epic time 
in our history. This film brings to attention the effect of 
death and destruction that pentrates the world as a 
whole today.

Sign of the Times (Music Video)
Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Poet of the Waste

2004  ::  Iran  ::  5 min
director Ehsan Amani :: starring Nahid Ghafouri, Mar-
zieh Mozaffari, Ebrahim Mirmalek, Ehsan Amani

Clever, witty, and extraordinarily funny, The Slap 
appropriates the style, format, and humor of early 
Hollywood silent cinema.

The Slap
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Afternoon Delight Shorts

2005  ::  Iran  ::  32 min
director Mania Akbari  ::  starring Yasna Petgar, Didar 
Petgar, Reyhaneh Safaee, Mania Akbari

A collection of video arts that express the women’s 
point of view on the crises arising from the conflict 
between modernity and tradition.

6 Video Arts
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Friday, March 1o :: Corinthian :: 9:15 pm :: With The United States of Albert

2005  ::  US  ::  2 min
director Catherine Chalmers  ::  starring American 
Cockroaches

A ballet of scurrying cockroaches punctuated by the 
beat of rhythmic drums. The performance ends not 
with the curtain falling, but...

Squish
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:40 pm :: with One Sibelius Season

2003  ::  Brazil  ::  14 min
director Victor Lopes  ::  starring Camila Pitanga, 
Alexandre Rodrigues, Tuca Andrada

A film about the route of five bullets and the people they 
cross by during a shoot-out in Rio de Janeiro.

Stray Bullet
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:30 pm :: With Detail • The Next War

2005  ::  UK  ::  8 min
director Chris Byrne  ::  starring Soundis Barbu, Win 
De Luga, George Gelemter, Jim Killeen

A pre-World War One film about a table and its unique 
history.

The Table

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Afternoon Delight Shorts

2005  ::  Yemen  ::  30 min
director Khadija Al Salami

Najmia is 13 years old and has a radiant smile and 
a candid gaze. In the old town of Sanaa in Yemen, 
everybody knows her. Insolent and carefree, she does 
not wear a veil, defying Islamic traditions.

A Stranger in Her Own City
US Premier

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm :: With My Tiny Universe
Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  9 min
director Matty Staudt

A faux documentary based on the personalities of the 
“Sarah and No Name Morning Show,” the top morning 
talk show in San Francisco. Imagine the sitcom “The 
Office” on acid, and at a radio station.

Matty Staudt in person

The Studio

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  Netherlands  ::  7 min
director Suzy Block  ::  starring John Taylor, Gabrielle 
Uetz

The second duet is a version of successful 
choreography.

Still You

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  Norway  ::  4 min
director Endre Skandfer

Animated music video for the Norwegian rock band 
El Caco. A combination of live action and classic 2D 
animation, the video contrasts the cute pink cartoons 
with the rough music and live performance.

Substitute (Music Video)

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 1 pm :: With Kamea • Islands in the Stream

2005  ::  US  ::  35 min
directors Ty Evans, Aaron Meza, Spike Jonze, Cory 
Weincheque :: starring Rick Howard, Mike Carroll

The latest film from the Girl Skateboard team shows 
off the astounding dexterity and skating skills of the 
team members as they travel through Japan skating 
everythng they can.

Super Champion Funzone

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  8 min
director Jamin Winans

A mysterious DJ is sent to a city block mend a series of 
chain reactions that occur in our everyday lives.

Spin (Music Video)

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  3 min
director Kimberly Miner

A young penguin may not like being stuck with his 
un-hatched sibling, but who else will defend him when 
things go wrong? An animation short about the unique 
bond between siblings.

Snowmen
West Coast Premier
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Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:35 pm :: With Spanish Love Shorts

2004  ::  Spain  ::  16 min
director Alberto Ruiz Rojo  ::  starring Gustavo Salm-
eron, Eva Marciel

The story of a young man who calls his mobile 
phone’s customer service department to request some 
information he must have in order to get back his 
girlfriend, and the negative answers he gets.

Ten Minutes

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  Italy  ::  9 min
director Margherita Detomas  ::  starring Pozza di 
Fassa Band

Twenty-five musicians, instruments on their back, 
climbed one of the mountains considered a symbol of 
the Dolomites: the Vajolet Towers. After they reached 
the top of the three towers, they started playing.

Margherita Detomas

They Are Playing Over the Towers

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 9:50 pm :: With Keep Your Distance

2005  ::  US  ::  14 min
director Phoeff Sutton  ::  starring Joe Mantegna, 
Jennie Garth

Pleading a headache, Michelle sends her tuxedo-clad 
husband off to a party without her. As soon as his car 
leaves the driveway, she hurries to let a hired killer, 
Hasker, in under the back fence.

Phoeff Sutton in person

‘Til Death
Northern California Premier

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Foreign Policy Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  26 min
director Janine Turner  ::  starring Jannine Turner, 
Kathleen Early, Dylan Beiersdorf, Juliete Gauntt

Set in the 1950s, this is a story about a strong-
willed mother and her children. An exploration of a 
complicated story of age-old conflicts: mother versus 
daughter and society versus the soul.

Trip In a Summer Dress

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 pm :: With Absolut

2004  ::  Netherlands  ::  12 min
director Leo Wntink

A stylized story told backwards about a very unusual 
rabbit breeding farm hidden in the country side in 
Brabant, Netherlands. The farm doesn’t  smell or sound 
like other farms with its 20,000 small white rabbits.

tibbaR

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Tribute to Shirin Neshat

2002  ::  Iran/Mexico  ::  13 min
director Shirin Neshat  ::  starring Mari de los An-
geles

A woman is explicably trapped in the trunk of a 
tree creating an image like a shrine or mythological 
woodland spirit. A low wall surrounds the tree, creating 
a garden “paradise” in a waterless wasteland.

Tooba

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:40 pm :: With Between Midnight...

2005  ::  US  ::  24 min
director Barbara Stepansky  ::  starring Malona Voigt, 
Daniel Roesner, Hannes Jaenicke, Osman Soykut

In 1973, two teenagers are illegally transported 
across the East German border inside a hollow cow. 
An unexpected love story blossoms in the midst of a 
dangerous situation. Inspired by true events.

Barbara Stepansky in person

The Trojan Cow
US Premier

Thursday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Foreign Policy Shorts

2004  ::  Spain  ::  21 min
director Alan Griffin  ::  starring Cadijatu Djaló, Indira 
Vaz Fernández, Bacar Soncó Baldé

In the arid African desert, a humble family survive 
collecting scrap metal from a savage war which will 
mark their lives for ever.

Two Encounters
West Coast Premier

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Yasmin

2005  ::  Spain  ::  8 min
director Xavi Sala

Fátima, a Muslim girl, argues before her teacher her 
reasons to cover with her hijab, her veil.

The Veil
US Premier

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Seniors Shorts

2005  ::  Ireland  ::  18 min
director Josh Vaughan  ::  starring Dave Duffy, Mor-
gan Jones, Norman Keating, Brendan Ring

The tale of Corporal Byrne, the sole survivor of a failed 
allied assault during Worl War 1, as he relates the 
story of what happened tohis commander. But the real 
events and what he tells are not the same.

Valour
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Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Second Round Shorts

2004  ::  US/Argentina  ::  8 min
director Cristina Kotz Cornejo  ::  starring Darío 
Prince, Romina Polnoroff, William Saquicela

Obsessed with the Chilean competition across the 
street, an Argentinean roasted nut vendor in New 
York City has a lesson to learn from the new girl on 
the street.

The War That Never Was
Northern California Premier

Friday, March 1 :: Corinthian :: 5:30 pm :: With Lemonade Stories • Photograbber

2005  ::  US  ::  21 min
director Lawrence Bridges  ::  starring Tom Hanks, 
William Shatner, Martin Sheen, Michael York, Bill 
Pullman, Christina Applegate, and more

In 1981, at the start of the Iran-Iraq war, many were 
forced to flee major cities for refuge. They found shelter 
in vacant homes before the government got them. This 
is dedicated to survivors of war who shared their story.

Why Shakespeare?

Monday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Tribute to Shirin Neshat

2005  ::  Iran/Morocco  ::  20 min
director Shirin Neshat  ::  starring Behrouz Vos-
soughi, Shahrnoush Parsipour, Orsi Toth

A chronicle of the emotional and psychological 
breakdown of a young woman, Zarin, who has been 
working as a prostitute in a brothel ever since childhood 
in Iran.

Shirin Neshat, Behrouz Vossoughi, and Shahrnoush Parsipour in person

Zarin

Tuesday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm :: With Afternoon Delight Shorts

2005  ::  China  ::  24 min
director Lu Jun  ::  starring Zhang Yao

As part of bidding on the 2008 Olympics, the City of 
Beijing had to paint all old buildings facing the street. A 
painting-worker raped a girl on the sixth floor of one of 
the buildings and now she plans her revenge.

Lu Jun in person

Waiting
US Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:25 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts

2005  ::  Israel  ::  22 min
director Ari Sandel  ::  starring Ben Newmark, Nou-
reen DeWulf

A musical comedy about David, an Israeli soldier, and 
Fatima, a Palestinian fast food cashier – an unlikely 
couple who fall in love amidst the animosity of their 
families’ dueling falafel stands in the West Bank.

West Bank Story

Sunday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 7:35 pm :: With Self Medicated

2005  ::  US  ::  8 min
director Will Canon

A twelve year-old drug dealer finds himself in a tough 
situation when he hands over a crack rock to a pushy 
addict without first getting paid.

Youngster
Northern California Premier

Saturday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Animation Shorts

2005  ::  US  ::  5 min
director Mike Blum

Timmy, a young boy preparing for the big school dance, 
is forced to deal with his first pimple problem. Every 
attempt he makes to rid himself of the ever-growing 
dilemma only succeeds in making the situation worse.

The Zit

Friday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 3:35 pm :: With Spanish Love Shorts

2004  ::  Spain  ::  20 min
director Jose-Antonio Bonet  ::  starring Roberto 
Alvarez, Jose Maria Pou, Miguel Del Arco

In a restaurant lost in the middle of nowhere, a mad 
chef makes a diner taste his best dishes. A surreal 
comedy with a touch of terror.

Viands

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:3 pm :: With Little Terroris • Mines

2005  ::  Iran  ::  49 min
director Mahmoud Reza Sani  ::  starring Mamoud 
Naghibian, Afshin Bayanati, Mahboubeh Ghafari

A tale about the relationship between an Iranian and an 
Iraqi soldier as the United States and Iraq are about to 
go to war, placed against the Iraqi soldier’s interactions 
with a wounded goose.

Mahmoud Reza Sani

The Wild Goose

Wednesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:45 pm :: With Moments, Jerusalem 2005

2004  ::  Israel  ::  20 min
director Evgeny Ruman  ::  starring Tania Haza-
novsky, Kirill Safanov, Lana Ettinger

Veronica is a Russian girl, who came to Israel to earn 
money. Her life is a routine of hard work and loneliness, 
but when a blackout occurs, everything changes.

Veronica
US Premier
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Be sure to pick up your copy of

Joseph McBride’s latest Book

Whatever Happened to Orson Welles?:
A Portrait of an Independent Career

Due out in 2006

Mr. McBride has been a key contributor to the 
Tiburon International Film Festival, 

providing expertise on various topics.

He will be introducing the 
TIFF’s 2006 Tributes to Joe Dante and Western Films..

Enjoy exquisite Italian food in the trattoria & bar.
Celebrate your special events in the bellavista room.

9 main street, tiburon ~ 435-2676
upstairs bellavista room ~ 435-4076

www.servino.com
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Short Program Schedule
Animation Shorts Program

Spanish Love Shorts Program

Music & Dance Shorts Program

• Arrest Assured
• Handshake

• Santa’s Camels
• The Fan and the Flower

• Fever Dream
• Command Z

• Joyride

* The Zit
• Five Infomercials for 

Dentists
• Hate Preachers

• Only Love Can Break 
Your Heart

• The Men’s Room

March 11   •   Playhouse   •   11 am

• Ten Minutes
• NotamotoF

• Crash

• Quadrilateral
* Goodbye, Forever

• Viands

March 10   •   Playhouse   •   3:35 pm

• The Studio
• Shelter

• Her Black Eyes
• Ranger Puja

• West Bank Story
• Still You

• Ghanges Dreaming
• Substitute

March 11   •   Playhouse   •   3:25 pm

Afternoon Delight Shorts Program
March 14   •   Playhouse   •   3:15 pm

Seniors Shorts Program

• Boys Will Be
• Ed’s Trip
* Jigsaw

• Valour
• Before I go

• Hoosiers 2: Senior Yerar

March15   •   Playhouse   •   3 pm

• Afternoon
• Waiting

• The Chinese Wall
* A Stranger in her own city

Second Round Shorts Program

• Second Round
• SaDDAM 17

* The 7th
• The Last Meal

March 10   •   Playhouse   •   3:15 pm

www.TiburonFilmFestival.comSHORT FILMS

• Snowmen
• Lightman

• The Rubber Duckling
• OIO

• The Legend of the Scare-
crow

• The Air That I Breathe

• They Are Playing Over 
       the Towers

Foreign Policy Shorts Program

• Foreign Policy
• Minotauromaquia

• Captain Riza
• Brooklyn’s Bridge to...

March 16   •   Playhouse   •   3:15 pm
• Two Encounters

• Trip In a Summer Dress

• 6 Video Arts

• Irene Willisms: Queen of  
       Lincoln Road

• Polish Your Shoes

• The Pretty Boy Project
• The War That Never Was

Sponsored by Alice @ 97.3
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Everything you need to
design a perfect set!

199 Petaluma Blvd
Petaluma, California

707-760-3092

www.monarchinteriors.com
Starring Taghi Rezaian
Offi cial Provider of Exquisite Oriental Rugs and Home Furnishings to the TIFF

SERVICES:
Property Management
Professional Janitorial Services
Construction Clean-Up

West Coast Property Solutions strives to 
enhance our clients’ property values through active 

day-to-day management that focuses on tenant 
satisfaction, while lowering property costs.

1694 Tiburon Blvd  •  Tiburon, CA  •  415-435-8823

Sara Hadipour
415.710.2312

mhhad@yahoo.com
Ice Cream

*
Cafe

*
Deli

*
Grill
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Algeria
For Bread Alone

Argentina
It’s Not You, It’s Me
The War That Never Was

Australia
Azadi
Cheap Seats
Frankenchicken
Marco Solo
A Message From Fallujah

Austria
Fever Dream
The Glove
The Whore’s Son 

Belgium
African Middleweights
Ellektra
Linda & Ali, Two Worlds  
    Within Four Walls 
1 Key For 2
Parabola
Visions of Europe

Brazil
Faces of Change
Manual for love Stories 
Stray Bullet

Bulgaria
Faces of Change

Canada
Bailey’s Billions
Between Midnight and 
     the Rooster’s Crow 
Black In Men 
OÏO
Saint Monica
A Silent Love 
The United States of Albert

China
About Love
Peacock 
Stolen Life 
The Foliage
Waiting

Croatia
Acid

Cuba
Bye Bye Havana
Under the Radar - A Survey  
     of Afro-Cuban Music

Cyprus
Visions of Europe

Czech Republic
Faithless Games
Skritek
Wrong Side Up

Denmark
Prostitution Behind the Veil

Visions of Europe

Ecuador
Between Midnight and 
     the Rooster’s Crow

Estonia
Visions of Europe

Finland
A Decent Factory
Visions of Europe

France
A Decent Factory
Doo Wop
One Sibelius Season 
Photograbber 
Strange Crime
The United States of Albert
Visions of Europe

Germany
Before I Go 
Between the Lines
Bye Bye Havana
Cleaning up your world
Detail
Drum Bun
The Glove
Gunner Palace
Just a Smile 
Just Get Married
Only Love Can Break
     Your Heart
Strange Crime

Greece
Visions of Europe

Hungary
Before Dawn
Colossal Sensation
Drum Bun
Guarded Secrets 
Miracle Film 
The Porcelain Doll
Visions of Europe
Who the Hell’s Bonnie
     and Clyde?

India
Between the Lines
Chameli
Faces of Change
Ganges Dreaming
Little Terrorist 
Ranger Puja
Veer-Zaara

Iran
Abjad
Behzad’s Last Journey
The Hand 
Infidels
The Last Word
Making of Mahdokht
Murderer or Murdered
Poet of Waste 
The Predator
Prostitution Behind the Veil

The Slap
6 Video Arts 
Tooba
The Wild Goose

Iraq
Bearing Witness
Gunner Palace
In the Shadow of the Palms
Inside Iraq: The Untold 
Stories
A Message From Fallujah
SaDDAM 17

Ireland
Mickybo & Me
Valour
Behzad’s Last Journey
Visions of Europe

Israel
39 Pounds of Love
Detail 
Moments, Jerusalem 2005
The Next War
Veronica
West Bank Story

Italy
For Bread Alone
My Brother’s Summer 
The Cost of Bread
My House in Umbria
Strange Crime
They Are Playing Over
     the Towers 
Three Days of Anarchy
Through the Eyes
     of Another

Japan
Paradise
About Love

Kyrgyzstan
Saratan

Latvia
Visions of Europe

Lithuania
Visions of Europe

Luxembourg
The Whore’s Son

Mali
Tuaregs and Toubabs

Malta
Visions of Europe

Mauritania
Faces of Change

Mexico
Goodbye, Forever 
A Silent Love
Tooba

Mongolia

Kiran Over Mongolia

Morocco
For Bread Alone
Making of Mahdokht

Nepal
Top of the World

Netherlands
Amazons
Boys will be 
The Chinese wall 
Her Black Eyes 
Jigsaw
Shelter - Dancing Across
     the Water
Souls of Naples 
Still You
tibbaR

Norway
Substitute

Peru
Compadre

Poland
Visions of Europe

Portugal
Visions of Europe

Qatar
Linda & Ali, Two Worlds  
     Within Four Walls

Slovakia
Visions of Europe

Slovenia
Visions of Eurpe

South Africa
Faces of Change
Karoo Kitaar Blues

Spain
The Air that I Breath 
Ana and Manuel 
The Brave One 
Crash
Hooks 
Idiot Love 
It’s Not You, It’s Me
The Legend of
     the Scarecrow
Mines 
Minotauromaquia
NotamotoF
Quadrilateral
Ten Minutes
Two Encounters 
The Veil 
Viands

Sweden
Compadre
Prostitution Behind the Veil

Switzerland

Absolut 
Drum Bun
The United States of Albert

Tahiti
Islands in the Stream

Taiwan
About Love
Falling...In Love

Turkey
Borrowed Bride 
Captain Riza 

UK
Estes Avenue
McLibel
Polish Your Shoes
The 7th
The Gigolos
Little Terrorist
My House in Umbria
The Predator
The Table
Yasmin

US
Activated
Afternoon
American Gun
Ancient Marks
Arrest Assured
Baptists at Our Barbecue
Bearing Witness
The Beauty Project
Between You and Me
Beyond Babylon
The Breakup Artist
Brooklyn’s Bridge to Jordan
Caught in Paint
Champions on Wheels
The Chase
Command Z
Concerned Lady for America
The Cost of Bread
The Director
Down and Out in
     Beverly Hills
The Drugging Of Our   
     Children
Ears, Open. Eyeballs, Click.
Ed’s Trip
Evergreen
Faces of Change
The Fan and the Flower
Five Infomercials
     for Dentists
Flag Day
Flatbush
Foreign Policy
45 Days
Ganghes Dreaming
The Great Train Robbery
Gunner Palace
Handshake
Hate Preachers
Homecoming
Hoosiers II - Senior Year
In the Shadow of the Palms
Inside Iraq: The Untold   

www.TiburonFilmFestival.comAROUND THE WORLD IN SEVEN DAYS

     Stories
Irene Williams: Queen of  
     Lincoln Road
Islands in the Stream
Janie
Joyride
Kamea
Kiran Over Mongolia
The Last Meal
The Last Word
Lemonade Stories
Lightman
Little Athens
Little Finger
Little Victim
Love
Making of Mahdokht
The Men’s Room
My House in Umbria
My Suicidal Sweetheart
My Tiny Universe
Native New Yorker
Nightmare on Film Street
9/11/03: A Day in the Life of 
New York
October’s Chosen
Off to War
The 100% Perfect Girl
One Wedding and a 
Revolution
Plum Flower
The Pretty Boy Project
Ride of the Mergansers
Rounding First
The Rubber Duckling
SaDDAM 17
Santa’s Camels
Second Round
Self Medicated
Sign of the Times
Snowmen
Somewhere
Spin
Squish
The Studio
Super Champion Funzone
39 Pounds of Love
‘Till Death
Top of the World
Trip in a Summer Dress
The Trojan Cow
Tuaregs and Toubabs
Under the Radar - A Survey 
of Afro-Cuban Music
The War That Never Was 
Why Shakespeare?
You Did What?
Youngster
The Zit

Vietnam
Afternoon
Plum Flower

Yemen
A Stranger In Her Own City

Yugoslavia
Love
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TICKET/MERCHANDISE INFORMATION

TIBURON PLAYHOUSE THEATER
40 Main Street, Tiburon

The Tiburon Playhouse Theater is located just off Main Street in downtown Tiburon. A 
MapQuest map is available on the festival website for your convenience.

From North or South U.S. 101, take the Tiburon/E. Blithedale exit. 
From South 101 turn left. From North 101, turn right. Go east on Tiburon Blvd. 

Take Tiburon Blvd. into Tiburon to Main Street.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
For information regarding public transportation, please contact Golden Gate 
Transit at 415.923.2000 and Blue & Gold Fleet Ferries at 415.705.8200 or at 

www.blueandgoldfleet.com for ferry schedules and fares.

TICKETS
It's easy to get your tickets to this year's TIFF. Tickets are now on sale, and tickets will be 
available for purchase as follows:
•  TIFF website 24 hours a day at www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
•  Festival office at 1680 Tiburon Blvd.
•  In-person at the Playhouse Theater Box Office on the day of the show.
•  By phone – 415.789.8854.
*Special ticketing arrangements for our handicapped guests can be made upon request.

Playhouse
Theater

Tiburon Blvd.

M
ai

n 
St

.

TIBURON, CA

Visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com for all information about the festival and its films, 
including an online version of the schedule, or stop by our office at 1680 Tiburon Blvd.

Please Note:
•  When ordering, be sure to select your films carefully. All sales are final. Tickets are non-
refundable and cannot be exchanged.
•  Will Call:  
     – Pick up tickets in advance at the Festival office:  1680 Tiburon Blvd.
     – On the day of the screening at the Theater.
•  The TIFF is not responsible for lost, stolen, damaged, or forgotten tickets.
•  All tickets are sold on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Charges and Fees:
•  TicketWeb charges its own processing fee that is unrelated to the TIFF.
•  A $25 fee is charged for each returned check.

IMPORTANT TICKET INFORMATION

FILM TITLE / TIFF MERCHANDISE

Please print legibly

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY     STATE  ZIP CODE

PHONE   EMAIL

DATE/SIZE QUANTITY TOTAL PRICE

Total

T I C K E T  P R I C E S
All-Access Pass $1000    •    Film Fast Pass $500

Regular Admission $10
Seniors (60 & over) $7  •  Children (12 & under) $7  •  Students (with I.D.) $7

Send check or money order to:

Tiburon International Film Festival
1680 Tiburon Blvd., Tiburon, CA 94920

Phone: 415.381.4123
info@TiburonFilmFestival.com

To Order Tickets by phone:

415.789.8854

M E R C H A N D I S E  P R I C E S

TIFF T-Shirts $15     •     TIFF Hats $20

TIFF Posters $7     •     TIFF Mugs $8

Shipping & Handling $5

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com TIFF INFO/ORDER FORM
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